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Greetings. The NITEP students, faculty, 
and staff are pleased to present this issue 
of the NITEP News, with the theme, 
“Transforming Aboriginal Education.” 
The front cover features our group of 
NITEP transformers at the recent NITEP 
student gathering held at the First Nations 
Longhouse at the UBC Vancouver campus. 
This particular theme also guides the 
dialogue that takes place in the NITEP 
education seminars. What does it mean 
to transform Aboriginal education? Why 
is it important to have transformative 
action? What does it look like? How do 
we evaluate it? Many questions with 
many different possibilities.

The NITEP wholistic model provides an approach for us as we 
consider how to address the theme, the questions, and to raise more 
questions. The concentric circles symbolize inter-relationships among 
oneself, one’s family, community, and Nation and inter-relationships 
among the spiritual, emotional, physical, and intellectual components 
of human development. 

Transformative action begins with ourselves as we examine our 
educational experiences and those of our families and our ancestors. 
How has my education shaped my perspectives about myself and 
my views about education?  How has my family’s education shaped 
them and how we feel about education? 

Examining the infl uence of the education of the community 
and Nation provides an opportunity to think about Indigenous 
knowledges, which includes knowledge about the land/environment, 
language, oral tradition, history, kinship, cultural teachings, and 
cultural practices. How can Indigenous knowledges shape what and 
how we learn and how we teach?

Understanding learning to encompass the spiritual, emotional, 
physical, and intellectual domains is another important dynamic of 
NITEP’s wholistic approach. The spiritual acknowledges that we 
each have a spiritual nature that we nurture in whatever way suits 
us. Throughout our education, we experience various emotions that 
are often not acknowledged and addressed; however, we must if we 
are to have transformative education. The physical domain can mean 
looking after our health and it can help us refl ect upon our actions, 
problem solve, set future goals and strategies. Learning whatever 
knowledge is necessary in order for us to be effective educators is 
a foundational principle. In order to have transformative education 
we must address the four domains and our relationships as noted 
above. How can each domain and then how can the relationships 
among the domains result in transformative learning experiences 
for ourselves and with those whom we will teach?

Raven, NITEP’s trickster of learning, found the sun to help the people 
who were living in darkness, so that they could have a better life. That 
sun was Aboriginal educators and NITEP. Since 1974, 331 people 
have graduated with Bachelor of Education degrees from NITEP/
Faculty of Education at UBC. In this newsletter, we acknowledge the 
leadership of some of the NITEP alumni who have worked to make 
a difference in education. We also highlight the perspectives of the 
current students and faculty, who are addressing the questions posed 
by the theme of transforming Aboriginal education. The questions 
help us continue a process of individual refl ection, engagement of 
ideas, and dialogue with others. The process is like a journey that 
the NITEP Raven fi rst took. Now it is our turn to continue this 
journey to fi nd ways to improve education generally and Aboriginal 
education specifi cally. We need to ask the critical questions noted 
above and we need to question the status quo that is not working for 
Aboriginal learners. Most importantly, we need to be like a Raven 
who can transform learning so that future Aboriginal students can 
look back upon their education from a position of strength and 
success.  All my Relations. 

Dr. Jo-ann Archibald,

Q’um Q’um Xiiem,
Acting NITEP Director

CoverCover
The photo of NITEP students, 
faculty, staff and guests was 
taken in front of the Longhouse 
(UBC campus) at the NITEP 
Student Gathering on October 
26, 2007. Many thanks to Janis 
Franklin, Photographer, The 
Media Group, UBC.
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Please Note:

Permission from NITEP is required to reprint articles or photographs from this newsletter.
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Native Indian Teacher Education Program (NITEP)

NITEP is a UBC Bachelor of Education Program (Elementary or Secondary) guided by an advisory council of Aboriginal educators and 
community members, UBC faculty, coordinator representatives, a BCTF representative, and NITEP students.  NITEP builds upon Aborigi-
nal identity and cultural heritage while preparing and challenging persons of Aboriginal ancestry to be effective educators for public, band 
and independent schools.  Students may complete either a Bachelor of Education (Elementary) or a Bachelor of Education (Secondary).

Applicants who qualify for NITEP fi rst complete two years of courses at one of the fi eld centres located at Duncan, Kamloops, or at an 
urban focus centre at UBC in Vancouver.  NITEP includes similar requirements for both liberal education and pedagogical preparation for 
those set for elementary and secondary teaching. The course sequence, however, is different.  Field centre students complete arts and/or 
science courses that relate to elementary or secondary school subjects, education courses, and educational fi eld placements.  Following 
their work at the off-campus fi eld centres, the students transfer to the UBC Vancouver campus to complete the remaining years of their 
degree requirements.

NITEP candidates are awarded the Bachelor of Education (Elementary) degree or the Bachelor of Education (Secondary) degree and 
apply to the British Columbia College of Teachers for a Professional Teaching Certifi cate when they have completed all program require-
ments.  Candidates in the elementary option may qualify for a British Columbia Standard Teaching Certifi cate after completing a minimum 
of 128 credits with a 65% average (all practica and all courses set for Years 1 – 4).  To qualify for either the elementary or secondary degree, a 
candidate must complete all requirements within 10 years of initial registration in the program.  The elementary program may be completed 
in 5 academic years, and the secondary program may be completed in 5 academic years plus a required summer session.  However, many 
students in both programs choose to take courses during summer sessions.

For information please contact:
Native Indian Teacher Education Program, Faculty of Education, The University of British Columbia
1985 West Mall, Vancouver, B.C. V6T 1Z2      Phone: (604) 822-5240

For online information:
teach.educ.ubc.ca/bachelor/nitep

NITEP LOCATIONS 2007 -2008

1.  UBC, Vancouver (urban and on-campus)

2.  Kamloops NITEP Centre

3.  Duncan NITEP Centre

4.  Bella Coola NITEP Centre

Faculty of EducationFaculty of Education

NITEP welcomes

Susana Martin,

our new NITEP Program Secretary

Susana has been at UBC for 1 ½ years, she was with the Faculty of 
Medicine, Department of Pathology and Laboratory Medicine.
She is originally from Buenos Aires City, Argentina Republic, 
South America; she lived and worked there most of her life.  Her 
native language is Spanish; she also speaks a little bit of Russian.  
She moved to Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, USA in October 2001, 
and worked there until she moved to Vancouver in August 2006.  
Susana was working as a Temp through Spherion (Staffi ng 
Solutions) and Simon Fraser University (Temporary Pool), until 
July 2006 when she started with Staff Finders at UBC.   Her 
hobbies are gardening, home decoration, and reading science 
fi ction books.  She watches old movies and likes to watch science 
fi ction series.  She has adopted a Canadian cat named Sasha.
Susana had a birthday recently.  One of her birthday cards said, 
“Make a wish”.  Susana said, “My wish has already come true 
– I’m here (meaning with NITEP)”.

Since Susana has been with NITEP she has shown that she is a 
professional and is very positive.  She has worked hard to become 
familiar with NITEP (fi les, etc.).  She has already attended both 
the NITEP Coordinators and First Nations Education Council 
(FNEC) meetings.  She has taken time to get to know many of 
the students.

We look forward to working with Susana.

NITEP FACULTY, STAFF AND VISITORS

Back Row (L-R):  Dr. Jo-ann Archibald, Acting Director; Lucetta 
George-Grant, Years 3, 4, 5 Coordinator; Linda Williams, 
Financial Clerk; Jackie Agostinis, Coordinator, Duncan Centre; 
Dr. Lester Rigney, UBC Visiting Research Fellow from the 
Flinders University in Adelaide, South Australia; Laura Smith, 
Program Coordinator, Aboriginal Culture and Language 
Diploma, UCFV
Front Row (L-R):  Marny Point, Coordinator, Urban Centre; 
Susana Martin, Program Secretary; Petrina Dester, Coordinator, 
Bella Coola Centre
Missing: Felicity Jules, Assistant Director

Photo credit: William Lindsay
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CongratulationsCongratulations
to the NITEP Grads!to the NITEP Grads!

Spring 2007:

Amanda Fox, Brandi Price, Norman Schaefer, Janice Sheena, Rhonda Sheena, Lisa Tallio.

Fall 2007:

Timothy Harris, Jacqueline King

L-R: Rhonda Sheena, Brandi Price, Lisa Tallio, Amanda Fox, Janice Sheena.

Missing: Norman Schaefer

Janice Sheena,

Thompson

Janice would fi rst like to thank 
her daughter Rhonda for helping 
her and her husband Abraham, 
who stood by her through the 
years.  She would also like to 
thank her immediate family, 
her 5 daughters, 4 sons and 26 
grandchildren.  Janice would 
like to thank her band education 
worker Lucinda Isaac, who went 
out of her way to ensure that Janice was supported fi nancially 
by her band and also the Lower Nicola Band and Chief Rick 
Holmes from the Upper Similkameen Band.

Janice would like to thank the NITEP offi ce, Diversity Cohort, 
Dr. Archibald, Felicity Jules, Lucetta George-Grant, Caroline 
Krause, John Beach, and Dr. Hartej Gill for helping her and her 
family during her medical problems during her 4th year.  Finally 
Janice would like to thank her fellow NITEP classmates for all 
their help with notes or assignments

Amanda Fox,

Blackfoot

Amanda would like to thank her 
family and friends for their support 
and friendship.  She would also like 
to thank the NITEP staff for their 
guidance and assistance.  Amanda 
loved being a part of NITEP and 
fell in love with the feeling of 
family immediately from year one.  
She loved meeting new people 
from all over and will cherish the 

many friendships that she has created along the way.  Amanda 
would like to congratulate her fellow graduates, especially the 
NITEPers.  These fi ve years have been a wonderful learning 
experience for her and the journey will defi nitely not end here.
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Fall 2007 Graduates
Tim Harris, Chemainus First Nation

I would like to thank the following people:
•my wife Shauna and children Darian and Danya for having patience, sacrifi ce, and 
allowing me to attend UBC

•Jackie Agostinis for her strong support at the Duncan NITEP center
•the NITEP staff at UBC: Lucetta George-Grant, Felicity Jules, Jo-ann Archibald, Stephanie 
Soon, Marny Point, and all First Nations instructors for their excellent work

•the Faculty of Education staff: Caroline Krause, Hartej Gill, and all fourth year 
instructors for all their work

•last but not least, I’m thankful for my family: my brothers and sister and especially 
my mother Diane. My mother has inspired me and helped me fi nancially, mentally, 
and emotionally. Thank you all so much for turning me into the teacher I am today 
and the great teacher I will be in the future.    

Jackie King, Peepeekisis First Nation

I would like to thank my husband and my mother for walking with me on this long 
journey.

Rhonda Sheena,

Okanagan / Thompson

Rhonda would like to say a big thank you to Mike and her Mom 
and Dad for all the support and encouragement. She couldn’t 
have done it without you; you were her rock.  She would like to 
thank her nieces, nephews and 3 children, Danton, Shayla and 
Tamara.  You were her motivation to keep moving forward when 
the road was tough.  She would also like to thank her family and 
friends for all their support and for coming to graduation.  Rhon-
da would like to acknowledge the support she received from the 
Lower Nicola Indian Band. Without it this would not have been 
possible.  She would like to thank all the NITEP staff for guiding 
her along her path, and she would like to raise her hands to her 
fellow NITEP students for coming this far.  It has been a long 
road but we made it!

Lisa Tallio,

Nuxalk Nation

Lisa would like to thank her dad for always believing in her and 
her mother for all the years of unconditional love and support.
To Gina, thanks for being there no matter what!
Thanks to Shane and Leah for encouraging her to go on, despite 
her fears.
Thanks to Papa Pete for his support and to the Mason family 
for their beautiful regalia. It’s her coat of many colors.
To Lisa’s classmates, who are now lifelong friends, she says, “I’ll 
always look back at these past fi ve years and remember all the 
joy, sorrow, laughter, and tears that we all shared together.”
Lisa would also like to acknowledge the loved ones whose time 
has passed, but whose souls have left their impression forever 
in her heart: Wilfred Tallio, Lucy Mack, Penny Tallio, Mercy 
Wilson, and Isaac Cory Johnny – thank-you.
Last but not least, Lisa thanks her children, the two reasons 
why she has persevered to stand here before you today, as a 
NITEP graduate, but fi rst and foremost as a single mother.  Kyle 
and Dante, you are truly your mother’s inspiration.

Norman Schaefer,

Yinka Dene

Norm would like to thank his wife, Paulina, for all of the love 
and support she gave while he fi nished his degree.  He would 
also like to thank his mom and his Auntie Agnes for coming 
down for this occasion.

Brandi Price,

Kwakwaka’wakw / Laichwiltach Nation

Brandi would like to thank her family, friends, colleagues, 
professors, and everyone in NITEP for all their support during 
her education journey.  Brandi would like to give special 
thanks to her daughter Kyra, who is her inspiration for life.  
Also congratulations to all her fellow graduates and good luck 
with their future endeavours.
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NITEP GRADUATES NITEP GRADUATES Fall 1977-Fall 2007Fall 1977-Fall 2007
FIRST
GRADUATION CLASS
Fall 1977
Caroline Bugge *
Spring 1978
Dorothy Chapman
Melton Charters
Victor Jim
Doris Johnson
Edward McMillan

SECOND
GRADUATION CLASS
Fall 1978
Rita Sandy (Thomas)
Gretta Natter
Spring 1979
Shirley Adams
Sharon Mack (Wilson)
Della Gibson
Genevieve Gleason *
Vincent Gogag
Wilma Housty
Mandy Jimmie
Judy Lewis

THIRD
GRADUATION CLASS
Fall 1979
Nancy Pennier
Spring 1980
Bernice Badine
Penny Desjarlais
Joan Gentles *
Francis Johnson
Grace Mirehouse
Rita Platt (Peters)
Cheryl Sebastian
Margaret Smith

FOURTH
GRADUATION CLASS
Fall 1980
Fidelia Haiyupis
Rennie Brown
Opal Charters
Spring 1981
Diane Silvey
Merle Adams (Williams)
Deborah DeRose
Karen Johnson
Felicity Jules
Sharon Murphy *
Kerri O’Brien
Della Perry
Beatrice Silver
Angie Todd-Dennis

FIFTH
GRADUATION CLASS
Fall 1981
Bill Koch *
Jill Charlie (Point)
Jean York
Spring 1982
David Gregoire
Rose Williams

SIXTH
GRADUATION CLASS
Fall 1982
Yvonne Palencia (Dunlop)
Barb Morin
Rick Nyce *
Spring 1983
Sylvia Boucher
Lorna MacDonald
Peggy Shannon
Leonie Thistle-Rivers

SEVENTH
GRADUATION CLASS

Fall 1983
Ethel Gardner ∞
Spring 1984
Cecilia Harry
Linda Hudson
Gayle Hughes (Bedard)
Shelly McKenzie
Janice E. Billy
Deanna Nyce *

EIGHTH
GRADUATION CLASS
Fall 1984
Cecilia Walkus
Spring 1985
Bill Gogag
Dona Joe
Rose Paul
Adeline Saunders * ∞

NINTH
GRADUATION CLASS
Spring 1986
Marge Archie
Marjean Brown
Sheila Dick
Susan Erickson
Barb Hance
Carol McCauley
Peter Michel ∞
Monty Palmantier
Sharon Paul
Illa Quilt
Vicki Robbins *
Marion Roze
Lucille Stoney

TENTH
GRADUATION CLASS
Fall 1986
Maryann Gladstone
Spring 1987
Bruce Allan
Gerald Charlie
Karen Charlie
Holli Garvin
Della Jack
Shirley Leon
Angela McDonald
Jeff McNeil-Bobb
Henry Michel
Gwen Point *
Ron Stoney
Robert Thomas
Elsie Turcotte ∞
Pat Wilson
Veronica Wilson *

ELEVENTH
GRADUATION CLASS
Fall 1987
Luke Atleo
Cheryl Child
John Frank
Madeleine MacIvor *
Sharlene Morven
Spring 1988
Lexi Charlie
Virginia Daniels
Lorna Hanuse
Wilma Keitlah ∞
Felicia Michel
Janice Michel
Bernice Heather
Larry Tait
Linda Totten (Tocker)

TWELFTH
GRADUATION CLASS
Fall 1988
Trudine Dunstan *
Shelly Gladstone

Francine Johnny
Janice Peters
Spring 1989
Dora Grinder
Sonya Mack
Geraldine Bob ∞
Albert Johnston
Cindy Jones
Wendy Robinson
Colleen Seymour
Sharon Shuter
Alice Spinks
Maureen Thomas
Terri Willie

THIRTEENTH
GRADUATION CLASS
Fall 1989
Mamie Hall
Spring 1990
Youlanda Abraham
Cheryl George
Bev Kakakaway ∞
Bernie Kerrigan
Judy Peck
Susan Spalding
Viola Sparvie
Bett Tsa-me-gahl
Pauline Waterfall *
Leona Williams

FOURTEENTH
GRADUATION CLASS
Fall 1990
Mary Angus
Debora Draney
Deina Jules *
Bev Wale
Spring 1991
Elvin Boyer
Sandra Eustache
Helen Gallagher ∞
Terry Jules
Louise Lacerte
Dorena Mason
Carol Michel
Shirley Peters
Jim Sutherland

FIFTEENTH
GRADUATION CLASS
Fall 1991
Mike Akiwenzie
Teresa McMillan
Susana Phillips
Spring 1992
Val Allan
Ellen Antoine
Antoinette Austin
Phyllis Glendale
Rhonda Koch
Shelley Oppenheim
Vina Percival
Joe Starr
Shirley Sterling * ∞

SIXTEENTH
GRADUTING CLASS
Fall 1992
Corinna McLaughlin *
Spring 1993
Frances Carlick
Barbara Chelsea
Verena Cootes
Cathy Eustache
Judy Golar
Teresa Hanuse
Lynn John
Jackie McKenzie ∞
Evie Maitland
Elaine Price

SEVENTEETH
GRADUATION CLASS
Fall 1993
Kelly Brown
Liz Brown
Valerie Johnson
Greg Louie
Carmen Martin
Jennifer McKenzie
Karen Milenese
Spring 1994
John Chenoweth *
Tina Commando
Isabelle Peters
Daphne Wale ∞

EIGTHEENTH
GRADUATION CLASS
Fall 1994
Brenda Point
Spring 1995
Flora Erickson
Terri Mae Galligos
Kristely Kelly *
Angela McIvor
Yvonne Menzies ∞

NINETEENTH
GRADUATION CLASS
Spring 1996
Freda Alphonse
Rebecca Atleo
Robert Clifton
Noreen Cross
Marj Dumont
Tina Giguere
Keith Gosnell
Mary Jane Joe ∞
Cathy Joseph
William Lindsay *
Sheila Maracle
Caroline Moore
Sonya Moore
Petrina Schooner
Sheena Seymour
Sharon Thorne
Holly Toews
Sharon Wagner
Lana Wright

TWENTIETH
GRADUATION CLASS
Fall 1996
Earla Calahaisn
Sheila Campbell
Leona Hammerton
Julia Smith
Spring 1997
Nora Antoine
Barbara Haldane
Deborah Hall ∞
Louse Harry
N’Kixw’stn James
Lynn Joseph *
Laury McPherson
JoAnne Moiese-Bob
Peter Nyce
Lillian Prince
Charmaine Seymour
Lola Whonnock
Minnie Wilson

TWENTY-FIRST
GRADUATION CLASS
Spring 1998
Bev Azak
Karen Blain
Anita Carpenter
Gloria Cole ∞
Heather Commodore
Elizabeth Dance
Gene Gallant

Rick Geddes
Tracy Healy *
Jennifer Joseph
Kathleen Morin
Cammy-Jo Mulvahill
Charlotte Sampson
Karmen Smith
Francine Spahan
Linda Wilson

TWENTY-SECOND
GRADUATION CLASS
Fall 1998
Hazel Morrison
Spring 1999
Art Azak
Charlene Crocker
Rosann Dan
Lena Griffi n *
Melanie Hansen
Roberta Harris
Dianna Kay
Birdy Markert
Caroline Michell
Gloria Peter
Mark Point ∞
Freda Wallace
Saylesh Wesley

TWENTY-THIRD
GRADUATION CLASS
Fall 1999
Michael Carpenter
Spring 2000
Cheryl Beaudry
Dennis Bill
Louise Dunstan
Lucetta George-Grant ∞
JoAnne Green
Jaime Hansen
Daniella Harris-David
Roxanne Harris
Irene Isaac
Sandra Lynxleg *
Beverley Machelle
Elizabeth Martinson
Rhoda Parker
Perry Smith
Stephanie Stephens
Shirley Swartile
Kirsten Baker-Williams
Deborah Wilson

TWENTY-FOURTH
GRADUATION CLASS
Fall 2000
Denise Clough
Charlotte Tommy
Spring 2001
Michelle Canaday
Kaleb Child
Georgina Crocker
Laurie Davis
Christine Jang *
Rick Joe ∞
Sal McCutcheon
Lillian Morton
Tanya Saddleman-Joe
Peggy Watt
Hilda William
Temera Williams

TWENTY-FIFTH
GRADUATION CLASS
Fall 2001
Ken LePage
Spring 2002
Derek Azak
Shannon Bruce *
Jaimee Charlie
Carolyn Ann Doody
Joan James

Kevin Kaiser
Connie Manuel
Coleen Marchant ∞
Marny Point
Rhoda Sam
Traci Sam
Jeanette Stump

TWENTY-SIXTH
GRADUATION CLASS
Spring 2003
Lisa Boyd
Brandy Casey *
Karen Charleson
Jessica Fell
Allison Hotti
Carleen Thomas ∞

TWENTY-SEVENTH
GRADUATION CLASS
Fall 2003
Karen Appleton
Natalie Wilson
Spring 2004
Hal Blackwater
Caroline Humchitt
Heather Shaffer
Leateeqwhia Daniels
Patricia Pruim
Tyrone Sitting Eagle
Renee Diemart
Robin Rosborough
Roxanna Williams

TWENTY-EIGHTH
GRADUATION CLASS
Spring 2005
Leah Hubbard
Joyce Rodriguez
Christine Lavallee
Wally Awasis
Azury Biavaschi
Winnie Smith
Leona Peardon

TWENTY-NINTH
GRADUATION CLASS
Fall 2005
Jenna Semple *
Spring 2006
Grant Alphonse
Sharon Brown

THIRTIETH
GRADUATION CLASS
Spring 2007
Amanda Fox * ∞
Janice Sheena
Rhonda Sheena
Norman Schaffer
Brandi Price ■
Lisa Tallio

THIRTY-FIRST
GRADUATION CLASS
Fall 2007
Tim Harris ♦
Jackie King

*   Recipients of the 
Sharp Cook Family
NITEP Graduation Prize

∞   Recipients of the 
Robert W. Sterling
Memorial Award

♦   Recipients of the Bert 
McKay Memorial
 Graduating Award

■   Recipients of the 
Joan Ryan Graduating 
Award
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Sharp Cook Family NITEP Graduation Prize

This prize is awarded annually to the student standing at the 
head of the NITEP class for the Bachelor of Education (El-
ementary) degree.

Recipient:   Amanda Fox

Robert W. Sterling Memorial NITEP Award

An award has been endowed in memory of Robert W. Sterling 
by his family, friends and colleagues.  Involved in the forma-
tion and development of the Native Indian Teacher Education 
Program, Robert had a career that spanned over twenty years 
and refl ected his diverse interests and intellectual pursuits.
The award and accompanying certifi cate is made to the stu-
dent in the NITEP graduating class (spring or pervious fall) 
who has made the greatest contribution to NITEP through-
out his/her years in the program and who exemplifi es Robert 
Sterling’s qualities of leadership.

Recipient:  Amanda Fox

Graduation AwardsGraduation Awards
Bert McKay Memorial Graduating Award

A $550 award has been endowed by friends and colleagues 
in memory of Bert McKay, one of the founders of the 
Native Indian Teacher Education Program (NITEP) at UBC, 
for a graduating NITEP student who has demonstrated 
commitment to the growth of First Nations education and 
has combined good academic standings with participation 
in university and community activities.  The award is made 
on the recommendation of the Faculty of Education in 
consultation with the NITEP committee.

Recipient:  Tim Harris

Joan Ryan Graduating Award

A $550 award has been endowed by friends and colleagues in 
recognition of Joan Ryan, one of the founders of the Native 
Indian Teacher Education Program (NITEP) at UBC, for a 
graduating NITEP student with good academic standing who 
has exemplifi ed volunteerism, persistence and perseverance 
in completing the Bachelor of Education degree, while 
demonstrating commitment to the growth of First Nations 
education and participating in university and community 
activities.  The award is made on the recommendation of 
the Faculty of Education in consultation with the NITEP 
committee.
 

Recipient:  Brandi Price

NITEP:
I am honoured to be the recipient of the Joan Ryan award.  
I am grateful for all your support and encouragement.  As 
my journey here at UBC ends, I can now look forward to a 
prosperous future.  My plans are to go wherever life takes 
me; however for the moment I will stay in Vancouver.

Gila Kasla (Thank you)
Brandi  and Kyra Price

Awards forAwards for
Aboriginal StudentsAboriginal Students
We thank the people responsible for making the following 
bursaries and scholarships available to Aboriginal people 
attending U.B.C.
07804 Mary and James Fyfe-Smith Memorial Bursaries
07830 Wilson Duff Memorial Bursary
07890 St. Phillips Anglican Church Bursary Fund
07893 Jessie Manning Bursary for Native Indian Students
07924 Cannon Memorial Bursary

The following are primarily academic awards for which 
there is no application form.
01942 UBC Alumni NITEP Scholarship
01945 Amy E. Sauder Scholarship
01943 Robert W. Sterling Memorial Award
01932 Sharp Cook Family NITEP Graduation Prize

The following award is made in conjunction with NITEP.
07876 University Women’s Club of Vancouver Bursaries 

for First Nations Students

Amy E. Sauder NITEP Scholarship

Scholarships to a total of $1000 have been made possible by a bequest from the 
late Amy E. Sauder and contributions from the Sauder Foundation.  The awards 
are made on the recommendation of the coordinators.  Grades in courses at NITEP 
fi eld centres will be considered.

Recipients:

Kristi Haavisto (Year 3)  Christie Folk (Year 4)
Natasha Ginger (Year 5)  Sita MacMillan (Year 5)

University of BC Alumni Awards

One or more scholarships totalling $1,275 have been endowed by the UBC Alumni 
Association to assist students in the Native Indian Teacher Education Program.  
The awards are made on the recommendation of the NITEP coordinators.  Grades 
obtained in courses at NITEP fi eld centres will be considered.

Recipients: 

Victoria Rafi ghi (Year 2)  Tara Thorne (Year 2)
Dorothy Johnson (Year 2) Foster Walkus (Year 2)

Rob Gray Memorial Award
This award was established by family and friends as a memorial to Rob Gray, B.A. 
1986, who died tragically in 1988 while continuing studies in the Multicultural and 
Minority Education Diploma program.
The award is made on the recommendation of the Faculty of Education to a 
student specializing in Multicultural and Minority Education, who combines strong 
academic standing, participation in university and community affairs and personal 
qualities of sensitivity, empathy, and humour - qualities for which Rob Gray will be 
remembered.
Recipient:  Norman Charlie (Year 4)

Bill and Elsie More First Nations Bursary

Recipient:  Norman Charlie (Year 4)
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Transforming Aboriginal EducationTransforming Aboriginal Education

NEWS FROM ALUMNINEWS FROM ALUMNI
My name is William Lindsay. I am a proud member of the Assiniboine 
First Nation. I graduated from NITEP in 1996. I also attained a 
Master’s Degree in History from UBC in 1998. I am currently about 
halfway through a doctoral degree in Educational Studies, also here 
at UBC. 

In between these last two degrees, I was a teacher and college 
professor for ten years at the Native Education College (formerly, 
Centre), Douglas College, and the Institute of Indigenous 
Government (now, NVIT-Vancouver). I am currently the Coordinator 
for Aboriginal Student Services here on the big UBC campus. I like 
to say that I have been slowly working my way up the “academic 
food chain” and it all started with NITEP! 

The issue of “transformative education” in my life starts with the 
NITEP experience and in my work shortly thereafter at Vancouver’s 
Native Education Centre (now, College). Although I was proud of 
my Aboriginal heritage before I came to NITEP, I had been scarred 
by years of discrimination and mistreatment at the hands of the 
dominant system and an Indian system produced by this dominant 
process. It was in NITEP that I started to fi nd myself. I say “started” 
because I learned in my university education about the history 
of abuse and mistreatment that our ancestors faced in Canada, 
including experience in the dreaded residential school system. 
I suddenly discovered possibilities as to why my own family and 
friends were as messed up as they seemed to be growing up, why 
they had made so many seemingly wrong choices (myself included), 
and how I was a by-product of this bad situation. My learning about 
these things was a bitter-sweet process: “bitter” because I suddenly 
found who and what was primarily to blame for the mess Canada’s 
Aboriginal people were in (including myself, in a former way of life), 
and “sweet” because it was as though a veil of misunderstanding 
had been lifted from my eyes. I was only sorry that I could not talk 
with my mother about these things. 

The process of educational transformation blossomed for me in my 
fi rst teaching position at the Native Education Centre (now, College). 
Working with adult Aboriginal learners, I came to care deeply 
for my students and they for me (their hard-working Aboriginal 
teacher). Their spirit, their efforts, their struggles, hopes, and 
victories “made my heart soar” (thanks Chief Dan George!). I found 
myself becoming more and more proud to be a Aboriginal person 
in this life, more than I had ever been. I worked extra hard for my 
students and they seemed to sense my care and extra attention. 
They responded to what I was teaching and I sensed that for the 
fi rst time in their lives, they were enjoying their formal education. 
Hence, the transformation was two-way: they transformed my heart 
and I their capacity and love for learning. 

Now, I work in the big academy setting. UBC has close to 50,000 
students of whom about 500 are Aboriginal. I know what the 
Aboriginal students here on campus are going through. There are 
many pressures and tests, on and off-campus. But I do have faith in 

these ones. I know, because I have been a student for many years 
and have gone through similar tests and trials. I’ve also done ten 
years time in the crucible of the classroom, where I’ve seen adult 
Aboriginal learners rise to the occasion time and again. They need 
good teaching and they need encouragement. I will have a chance to 
continue teaching in UBC’s Humanities 101 program and continue to 
encourage in this way. However, the teaching part will now largely 
be out of my hands, as my support for the students will now mostly 
be in an administrative capacity. The students will undoubtedly 
face challenges, so I will do my best as an Aboriginal coordinator to 
make life as easy as possible for them. Oft times, I’m just a listening 
ear but that’s often all that’s needed. Other times, a great deal of 
effort is required to get them through an issue but it is one of the 
great joys of the job when such is accomplished. 

Hence, transformation as a process goes on. The students I work 
with now are going on a journey that I undertook in the early part of 
the 1990s. They are beginning or are currently undertaking their own 
sweet and sorrowful journeys of discovery, as I did. They may not 
realize it yet, but they are going through a process of transformation 
that will hopefully open new doors of self-realization and healing, 
as it did for me…and it all started here in NITEP!

The journey of transformation continues for me, as well. In my 
doctoral work and in my current job, I am always trying to fi gure out 
ways to help Aboriginal students navigate the shoals of university 
life. Hence, my own ideas are transforming as I go along, and my 
actions concomitantly so. One process that does go on unabated, 
however, is the continued transformation of my heart. My heart still 
soars when I see students take on the academic system and succeed. 
This is one process of personal change that I hope never ends.  

William G. Lindsay (Grad 1996)

Louise Lacerte graduated from NITEP in 1991 and is currently 
residing in Burns Lake, B.C.  Louise has taught adults for the 
last 12 years.  She works in her own community and continues 
to teach the language.  Louise continues on with her own 
education and will graduate from Simon Fraser University 
with a Masters of Education in June 2008. Through her strong 

knowledge of her language and culture, she is able to teach the 
students using her storytelling skills.  She teaches traditional 
knowledge through telling stories and is able to transform 
contemporary teachings into traditional teachings by using 
the cultural examples.  She loves what she does and is happy 
to be working with her own people. 
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Hi there! My name is Tim Harris and I’m a recent NITEP 
grad. I’m from a town on Vancouver Island called Ladysmith 
and my Aboriginal community is called Chemainus First 
Nation. I’m married to my beautiful wife Shauna, and I 
have two children, Darian 9 and Danya 3. I had to make 
a huge sacrifi ce in order to graduate from UBC; I had to 
leave my family for 3 years. Although I was going back 
and forth from UBC to home every weekend, it was still a 
huge sacrifi ce for my little family. I owe a lot of my success 
to my wife Shauna for allowing me to attend UBC and 
achieve this huge accomplishment. 
I have a few words to share to the students that are getting 
ready to go to UBC from their respective off campus fi eld 
centres. UBC may seem very overwhelming, especially 
when you go there for your NITEP visits. Once you get 
used to going to class and fi nding where the buildings are 
for your classes, it doesn’t seem to be that bad at all. You 
only need to know where your classes are and maybe the 
Student Union Building is and that’s about it. So when you 
go for a visit, keep that in mind. I think everyone feels the 
same way when they go for a visit. I remember saying that 
UBC has too many people there for me and how the heck 
will I ever fi nd my classes. Anyway, you will be fi ne. 
Also, I felt that the work would get harder from Duncan 
Malaspina compared to UBC. It really doesn’t at all.  If 
you continue to work hard like you did at your off campus 
NITEP centres, you will be fi ne. The year to look forward 
to is year four. Year four is the year that you start doing 
courses that actually apply to your teaching career. You 
will fi nd that you’re doing tons of courses that year, but 
it’s not that bad. You will have fun in these courses and 
you will also fi nd that you just found a new family. Your 
cohort is your new family at that point; you will spend so 
much time together. You will have bad times and you will 
have good times.  I have to say you will have mostly good 
times. 
Light at the end of the tunnel - there actually is one. I felt so 
many times during my years that it was never going to end 
and I would never graduate. Well lo and behold, there was 
an ending and there were tears of joy at my graduation. I 
fi nally felt that I accomplished something. Something so 
great that it made everyone cry. It took me a long time to 
fi gure out why people in my family were really crying over 
my degree. They were crying because no one in my family 
has a degree, no males in my community have a B.Ed, and I 
was the fi rst to get a degree out my friends. I started to feel 
that this was a big deal and be proud of what I did. Don’t 
be scared to shed a tear or two over your degree. We need 
to keep this up as Aboriginal people; we need more of our 
young people to know that they can accomplish something 
like this. Whether we like it or not, we are role models for 
the young ones. I feel strongly that it is something to be 
proud of and to keep working on throughout our lives. 
In closing, a little update on my employment after grad. I 
have to say that, with me going in to be a teacher, it is not 
hard for an Aboriginal male to get a teaching job. We are 
very sought after in school districts throughout BC. I had 
to start turning jobs down and I had to choose just one. 
I’m now the grade 6-7 teacher at the Kuper Island Band 
School. It is amazing to become a full-time teacher in my 
fi rst year and I’m learning a lot. My students are great and 
I have to thank them as well for teaching me  how to be a 
better teacher. 
Keep your head up and don’t let anything bring you down, 
no matter how bad it seems. Thank you all and Good 
Luck. 

Yours truly,

Timothy Harris (Grad 2007)

NITEP LOGO
The NITEP logo is based on a legend that comes from the 
Northwest Coast of BC and is found in one form or another 
in a number of Aboriginal cultures.  The legend tells of the 
time when the earth was in complete darkness.  Raven fl ew 
through a hole in the sky and took the sun in his beak.  He 
then brought it back through the hole to give light to the 
earth.  

The logo shows Raven with the sun in his beak superimposed 
over a circle that represents the hole in the sky.  The NITEP 
Advisory Committee (renamed the First Nations Education 
Council in February 1995) thought that this would be a fi tting 
symbol because NITEP hopes to bring the light of education 
to Aboriginal children in a much more effective way than has 
happened in the past.

The logo was designed by Phillip (Oppie) Oppenheim, a 
Ntla’kapmx First Nations artist.

Hello!  My name is Tyrone “Hutch” Sitting Eagle.  I am originally from 
the Siksika Nation, Southern Alberta.  I am a NITEP graduate. I worked 
for the Seabird Island Community School for the past 2 and half years.  
I am currently working for my own reserve here in Southern Alberta 
as the Sports Coordinator of the Siksika Nation High School.  I am 
the PE teacher for grades 7 to 12.  I also teach a Creative Writing 10 
and a Social Studies 26 course.  I am very honoured to say that I have 
graduated from NITEP.  I love to hear from past grads and friends.  

I have been very busy with coaching the senior high boys’ volleyball 
team, and I’m the trainer for the junior girls.  I’m also setting up a 
senior high soccer team for both the girls and boys.  I’m also fi nding 
that there is a large interest in rugby from both the girls and boys so 
will be setting up teams for them.  
 
Tyrone “Hutch” Sitting Eagle (Grad 2004)

Beginning in September, I started teaching high school math and sci-
ence to students aged 18 and older at Red Crow Community College 
which is located on my reserve: Kainai. I teach Science 10, Science 
14/24, Math 10 Prep, Math 10 Pure, Math 10 Applied and Math 20 Ap-
plied. I enjoy the fact that there is not much with regards to class-
room management as the students are older and have chosen to be 
here. However, I think I miss the faces that younger students make 
when they realize that they have just learned and understood some-
thing new.  Maybe next year I will try something different. I am also 
currently looking into starting a master’s program September 2008.

Amanda Fox (Grad 2007)
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ARE YOU LOOKING

for
a career

as a teacher?
Are you 

Aboriginal, Status or Non-Status, Metis?
Are you ready to undertake the challenge of

University Education?

THEN LOOK

into NITEP

Thank You to NITEP Alumni whoThank You to NITEP Alumni who
continue to contribute to the program!continue to contribute to the program!

NITEP is guided by the First Nations Education Council. The 
following alumni are members of the council:
 DeDe DeRose (Grad 1981):  Chair
 Victor Jim (Grad 1978)
 Felicity Jules (Grad 1981)
 Gayle Bedard (Grad 1984)
 Joyce Rodriguez (Grad 2005)

Thank you to the following NITEP alumni who have been involved 
with the NITEP students this year at the centres.

Bella Coola Centre:

Sharon Wilson (Grad 1979), for her hard work in assisting in bringing 
NITEP to Bella Coola 
Hilda William (Grad 2001), for tutoring courses, assisting in loan 
applications, counselling, and being an inspirational guest speaker
Heather Commodore (Grad 1998), for assisting in the information 
technology of Web Vista and being an inspirational guest speaker 
to the group.

Duncan Centre:

Victor Jim (Grad 1978), for hosting the class at the Aboriginal 
Education Enhancements branch, explaining some of the work 
done at the branch, and encouraging the students
Kaleb Child (Grad 2001), Lucetta George-Grant (Grad 2000), Daniella 
Harris-David (Grad 2000), Roxanne Harris (Grad 2000), Sally Hart 
(Grad 2001), Joan James (Grad 2002), Lillian Morton (Grad 2001), 
Joyce Rodriguez (Grad 2005)  and Traci Sam (Grad 2002) for sharing 
dinner, good stories, and encouraging words with the students.  It 
was so great to have you all back at the Duncan Centre!
Georgina Crocker (Grad 2001), Joyce Rodriguez (Grad 2005), and 
Stephanie Stephens (Grad 2000) for mentoring students in the year-
end education placements 
Heather Commodore (Grad 1998), for helping with recruitment for 
NITEP and the EDUC 240 online course and for sharing her insights 
as a transformative Aboriginal educator

Kamloops Centre would like to acknowledge the following alumni: 
Debora Draney (Grad 1990), Trudine Dunstan (Grad 1988), Peter 
Michel (Grad 1986), Leona Hammerton (Grad 1996), Janice Michel 
(Grad 1988), Opal Charters-Voght (Grad 1980), De De DeRose (Grad 
1981), Jean York (Grad 1981), John Chenoweth (Grad 1994) and 
Mandy Jimmie (Grad 1979)

EDUCATION 240 Online 
For the fi rst time, Education 240 (Issues in First Nations 
Education) was offered online for NITEP students in the 
fi eld centres.  Heather Commodore (Grad 1998) was the 
Research Assistant for the course.
The course was developed by Carrie Reid, who also taught 
it at the Duncan Centre.  
Natasha Boskic from External Programs and Learning 
Technologies at UBC was the Educational Technology 
Manager. 

Natasha Boskic, Heather Commodore, Carrie Reid
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The NITEP Mind:The NITEP Mind:
A Visiting Professor’s ViewA Visiting Professor’s View

December 7th 2007

As a UBC Visiting Research Fellow during 2007 I have welcomed 
the invitation to speak at several NITEP functions and to meet 
students and staff. It is indeed an honour to be asked to write for the 
NITEP news by my long time friend and colleague Jackie Agostinis. 
To share my thoughts with you the NITEP reader, I commit to 
memory my NITEP friendships, connections and learnings from my 
collaborations, but I limit my discussion here purposefully of such 
splendour. For this article I contain my intellect to describe what 
I call the NITEP mind. In doing so, I want to speak directly to the 
space of a NITEP future that consumes me at this moment as I watch 
the snow falling on cedars around our apartment. It is my hope that 
my humble words will become a common defi nition everyone will 
use when describing what NITEP does – ‘We teach for a NITEP 
mind’.  There have been many of us who have passed through 
the corridors and classrooms of NITEP.  I thank my colleagues for 
allowing me to move in and out of the NITEP mind both in 1996, 
2001 and now in 2007. While the paths through the NITEP rooms are 
well worn by previous scholars and Aboriginal leaders, my writing 
here speaks to you the today’s generation of NITEP student and 
to those of the unborn. The ability to infl uence future generations 
today is a commendable gesture indeed.  I am truly humble for 
allowing me a place in your NITEP journey to share my knowledge 
with you. My skills as a teacher of education owes its genesis not 
to my individual achievements as an academic, but as a Narungga, 
Kaurna, Ngarrindjeri man who has benefi ted from the struggle of 
brave Aboriginal men and women before me, who forced open the 
door of a university education. As an academic I value highly my 
western education. However, my love for scholarship remains in 
the quest for knowledge inherited from the cultural practices of 
my Aboriginal ancestors. Such an honourable quest is reinforced at 
NITEP. Education has always been close to the hearts and minds 
of Aboriginal peoples.  Before I was born, the old people around 
ancient fi res told many Narungga stories.  These fi res are sites of 
cultural knowledge that was passed to children. I refer to these 
sacred fi res of knowledge as First fi res, as they were alight well 
before colonisation. The closer one sat to these fi res the stronger 
our identity became from its warmth.  However colonial history has 
manufactured cultural forgetfulness.  Our stories of the past were 
forced silent.  Many of us were taught to distance ourselves from 
our culture to which we refused. In doing so we have paid a high 
price for our defi ance. Yet in our NITEP minds the conduct of our 
ancestors are permanently fi xed. Not to follow in their footsteps is 
to bring insult to their memory. Shame on history for silencing their 
achievements. 

Since the sacred First fi res of knowledge in our countries of Canada 
and Australia, our people have struggled to maintain a place in 
schooling.  We should always remember that 40,000 years of 
successful Aboriginal education prior to colonisation is testimony 
to the fact that our educational successes far outweigh 200 years 
of marginalisation in schools. However, emerging from this history 
is one of the many success stories of our people and our education. 
NITEP is a story that tells of our quest for knowledge. Given the 
marginalisation of our people, our love for education has not wavered. 
The NITEP story is a story that needed telling of a people who are 
determined to triumph. It is this very thing that entitles NITEP to 
great praise. For it is from the social and political activism that the 
NITEP mind has emerged. Equally NITEP would be diminished 
without our strong non-Aboriginal supporters. Education can never 
be an Aboriginal-only journey. We welcome all cultures regardless 

of ethnicity, gender and class to 
assist us in marinating our school 
children in an Aboriginal education. 
The NITEP mind upholds key 
educational philosophies:

• education that upholds 
Aboriginal rights, interests, 
aspiration and needs

• education for Aboriginal 
leadership that is committed 
to community development 
and never undermines it

• education that promotes 
economic self suffi ciency and 
independence

• education that bridges the 
cultural distance between the home and school

• education that promotes critical thinking 
• education to revive, reclaim and maintain Aboriginal cultures, 

languages and social systems
• education that celebrates Aboriginal histories, cultures and 

relationships for the survival and wellbeing of Indigenous as 
Indigenous 

• education that promotes transformation in the lives of 
individuals and their communities

These underpinning philosophies inform the development of what I 
call the NITEP mind.  Each student and staff member emerges with 
these core principles intact that enable them to be self-determining 
in making good choices in their lives.  Once one has the NITEP 
mind, one has the responsibility to make change in one’s own life 
and those of the community. The alternative to education is the 
condition of degrading dependence, powerlessness and poverty. 
The NITEP mind does not engage in the illusions of government 
dependency. It allows us to transform our present lives on our own 
terms. We must never forget nor overlook our skills to recover 
memories of our past that were forced from our minds.  Learning to 
live, learning to know, learning to do, learning to be, enables us to 
identify what needs remembering and what needs changing. NITEP 
is an emblem of cultural education around which cluster a history of 
heart stirring memories of Aboriginal people doing brave deeds for 
themselves and others. Our NITEP is now complete; our courses are 
composed, established and proven. We are not just the consumers of 
education written for us by others.  We are the producers, teachers 
and controllers of our own education. Nothing short of controlling 
our own destiny will be accepted. To be educated is the greatest 
gift of all. For without the NITEP mind we would cease to exist.  
For my own part, I ask nothing of NITEP than to be included in its 
successes and share the burden of its challenges.  Our success has 
silenced our critics. To all NITEP Directors, teachers, students and 
staff in the past and present, both Aboriginal and non-Aboriginal, I 
thank you for your patience and commitment.  Without you a NITEP 
mind would cease to exist.

Dr Lester-Irabinna Rigney (BEd, MEd, PhD, MACE) is an 
Associate Professor of Education. He comes from the Narungga, 
Kaurna and Ngarrindjeri Aboriginal Australian Nations.  He is 
the Director of the Yunggorendi First Nations Centre for Higher 
Education and Research at the Flinders University, Adelaide, 
Australia. 

Dr. Lester-Irabinna Rigney

Associate Professor of Education

Photo credit: Bud Mortenson
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Bella Coola CentreBella Coola Centre
Yaw Smatmc, Hello my friends,

This is our second year at the Bella Coola Centre.  The Centre is 
located at the Nuxalk College, Lip’alhayc.  The NITEP group started 
the year off with Nirmal Bawa’s LLED 336 course at the end of 
August.  They are completing their fi rst online course,  Education 
240.  It forces them to concentrate on individual studies which 
could be very challenging for students who don’t know much 
about computers.   Students have been very busy with power point 
presentations, assignments, and readings from EDUC 240 and 
EDUC 143 courses. They are also enrolled in  FNST 201 and Ling 
231 from S.F.U in the fi rst semester.  Student will be taking Arch 
273, S.A. 101, and Ling 232 from S.F.U. in the second semester. 
  
Our group represents one nation, the Nuxalk Nation, and consists 
of 11 students and a coordinator.  As the Bella Coola Coordinator, 
I have been honored to coordinate the Bella Coola group.  I have 
spent most of my years in Bella Coola and am a NITEP grad (1996). 
We have had such a rewarding experience so far adjusting to the 
demands and pressures of university.  The students completed 
their core courses last year and are focusing on academic electives.  
The students are:

Duane Andy  Nuxalk Nation
Renee Andy  Nuxalk Nation
Dana Drugan  Nuxalk Nation
Thermon Edgar  Nuxalk Nation
Alanna Gasio  Nuxalk Nation
Loretta Hans  Nuxalk Nation
Vanessa Hans  Nuxalk Nation
Trevis Mack  Nuxalk Nation
Christopher Nelson (Xawisus)  Nuxalk Nation
Cathy Robson  Nuxalk Nation
Foster Walkus  Nuxalk Nation

Some highlights of the year include Nirmal Bawa’s LLED 336 
course, the trip to UBC for the NITEP Student Gathering in October, 

the FASD workshop, and the FNESC 13th Annual Provincial 
Conference on Aboriginal Education. The majority of the students 
attended this conference.  It was nice to see students engaging 
in conversation with some  Nuxalk inspirational educators. We’ve 
also had a NITEP End of Term Celebration for term 1.

Bella Coola NITEP would like to thank all who supported us 
throughout this year!  

Petrina Dester,

Coordinator

Back Row (L-R): Thermon Edgar, Duane Andy, Loretta Hans, 
Foster Walkus, Christopher Nelson
Front Row (L-R): Trevis Mack, Renee Andy, Cathy Robson, 
Dana Drugan, Vanessa Hans, Alanna Gasio, Petrina Dester 
(Coordinator)

Some comments from Bella Coola NITEP students

on Education as a Metaphor:

“The students are sponges, soaking up knowledge.”

“Think logical, it works!”

“Education is a friend to all.”

“Never give up, just succeed.”

“Learning is the open window to the future of success.”

“The administrator was an eagle, watching all the staff members.”

“Students who want to learn are as a 

computer memory stick, ready to store more 

information.”

“Teaching is the book of knowledge, ready for 

pupils to refer to it.”

“Learning is the open window to the learning of 

success.”

“Education is the tool to success.”

“The teacher was a ball, bouncing off the walls.”

“A teacher is the key to opening the door of 

knowledge.”

“Breathing knowledge for success.”

“Teachers are mind shapers!”
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Hi everyone, my name is Joyce McBryde. I am from Lytton 
First Nation and am currently in Year 5. I have a lot to share 
but certainly not enough time to do so, but I will offer a few 
thoughts. Teaching is a whole lot of fun. It is all about the 
students and allowing them to share their knowledge and 
encourage them to explore life through all subject areas.  
Over the years, I’ve learned so much. It hasn’t been easy nor 
should it be. For each of us to be the best teachers we know 
ourselves to be, we must dig deep and fi nd our own teaching 
strengths and allow them to shine. We might not always feel 
or be confi dent teaching some subject areas and that is okay. 
The joy of teaching is that we are all teachers, as well as most 
importantly we must avail ourselves to learning more, from 
our students, their parents, our sponsor teachers, other staff 
at the placement schools and from those who facilitate NITEP 
and all our instructors. As teacher candidates, we enhance 
the learning opportunities for the students. We can broaden 
their perspective of life and the world by all we share. We must 
have a sense of humour. Each and every day is new, and you 
can help yourself by expecting anything to happen and you 
just go with it. The commitment is huge. I know the days and 
nights are long. For myself the days began at 5am and went 
right through until at least 8 pm. I was continually searching 
for just the right lesson to create. I suggest you help yourself 
by utilizing the education library as you’ll do well by utilizing 
as many resources from there as possible. The staff  are ever 
helpful. I found as well, talk with fellow NITEP students about 
your journey, your struggles and your accomplishments. It is 
so much easier when you ask someone else for guidance and 
support. We can’t do it alone and our communities  benefi t 
when we are there for one another. I know that as a student, 
there are always deadlines and you might at some point feel 
overwhelmed.  Take a breath, share with someone about your 
concerns and know that everything is manageable with help 
and fi nd it, through NITEP, the First Nations House of Learning, 
UBC departments and your own family or community. There is 
always someone you can share your struggles with. Having self 
confi dence works well. Be creative. The beauty of teaching is 
you can create lessons that are fun, informative and go well 
beyond the guidelines we are to learn about and utilize in our 
planning. Believe in yourself and all the gifts that are natural to 
you. Be willing to ask for support, ideas, and methods that work 
from others already in the fi eld. It is something that  works, do 
the networking with other staff during your placement, utilize 
the Vancouver School Board resources as well other resources 
throughout the province. I have so much more to share but 
just know your caring creative spirit is what the students will 
learn from and appreciate. Teaching is such a fulfi lling career. 
I wish you all a wonderful journey.  Be proud of what you bring 
forth as a teacher candidate. I wish you all a very wonderful 
break and may you spend time with your family and friends 
and re-energize yourself for the next term. Congratulations for 
all you have accomplished already. Think these fi nal words 
about yourself as I know they are true about each of you:
I can teach.
I believe
anything is possible.
I am not afraid
to learn
from others.
I know every student will offer me gifts that I help them honour 
about themselves.

Joyce McBryde, Year 5

Greetings from the Years 3, 4, 5 

Coordinator

Thinking about our theme, “Transforming Aboriginal Education,” 
makes me think about our NITEP model. 

“Where have we been?”

I think about all the people that I love and care for who had to 
go to residential schools. I think about public school when I was 
growing up and how unfair it was. I think about the many people 
in my life who decided that an education was not for them. 

“Where are we now?”

Education has changed for a lot of our people. Many people now 
are pursuing their education in order to help others in their home 
communities. Although education is important, culture is just 
as important. A lot of our students have had to fi nd a balance 
between their education and their culture, which proves to be 
hard work. 

“Where are we going?” 

We are going forward. I see many good people come into NITEP 
with only good things planned for their future and those around 
them. I see students going out to not only help those in their own 
communities, but to also educate those around them.

I am fortunate that I see the students throughout years 3, 4, & 5. 
Year 3 students come in quite prepared, but still a bit nervous and 
unsure. In Year 4, they transform into capable and enthusiastic 
teacher candidates. In Year 5, they are confi dent and ready to 
take on anything. I am proud to be a witness to that change and I 
cannot help but feel the pride when another one of our students 
graduates. 

To all the students, keep up the excellent work!! I know it is hard 
and I know there are days when you feel like, “I can’t do this 
anymore,” but just keep going. There is a light at the end of the 
tunnel. In the end you will start a new journey which will benefi t 
so many of our people. You will be transforming education. 

Lucetta George-Grant

Years 3, 4, 5 Coordinator
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Urban CentreUrban Centre
The Urban UBC Center is thriving – we have a very enthusiastic 
and energetic cohort, with 4 students beginning their fi rst year, 9 
students in the second year, and 3 students preparing to enter year 
three of their Program! 

Our NITEP Urban Centre students have been challenging their own 
learning this term, as our study and focus has been on Transform-
ing Aboriginal Education, and what strategies they will employ to 
meet this challenge – as Transformative Aboriginal Teacher Candi-
dates. The depth of insight in each group discussion has been very 
impressive – for both fi rst and second year students.

It is so encouraging to see these NITEP students fulfi ll their goals 
and dreams of becoming educators! They are role models for those 
“at home” and also for all the young students they come into con-
tact with while they are in placements. For all those who are think-
ing about what they want to do with their future – these students 
are working hard to ensure they are a part of transforming educa-
tion for all our Aboriginal communities!

Marny Point, Urban Coordinator

Comments from the Urban Group

There are 16 students in the Urban Cohort.  What follows are some 
of our thoughts and experiences and hopefully some words of en-
couragement!

YEAR 1 STUDENTS:

Ahjishwut? (Hi, how are you?) 
My name is Karina Harry and I am from the Klah-Ah-Men (Sliam-
mon) Native Band, located in Powell River, B.C. I graduated from 
Brooks Secondary School in 2006 and enrolled in the Arts& Sci-
ences program at Langara College. While attending high school I 
worked as a peer tutor for my school, assisting students in grades 
9-12 with their homework.  After completing my fi rst year at Lan-
gara, I applied to the UBC/NITEP program. I fi rst learned about 
NITEP from my Education Coordinator. I have always had a strong 
passion for children and love their presence. Children have such 
curious, interesting, and exciting personalities. I have worked with 
children for the past four years, and enjoyed every moment spent 
with them. My previous work experience inspired me to enter the 
NITEP elementary program. 
My experience at UBC has been wonderful. Since I have been here, 
I have met many lovely, interesting and exciting people who make 
every class an enjoyable expe-
rience. The staff and students 
were very welcoming and had 
a lot to offer, especially support 
and encouragement. The First 
Nations House of Learning is lo-
cated in such a magnifi cent area, 
surrounded by trees, squirrels 
and a beautiful waterfall. The 
coordinators and professors are 
very understanding, supportive 
and easy to get along with. My 
courses are coming along great 
and I plan on majoring in His-
tory. I have a heavy course load 
but I am looking forward to ap-
plying my knowledge in the fu-
ture. After I earn my Bachelor’s 
Degree, I intend to move back 

to my community and work at the Chi Chuy preschool.  

My name is Trinia Pascal and I am from the Lil’wat Nation located 
in Mount Currie BC. I have lived in Vancouver my whole life but re-
ally enjoy going back home and visiting my family. Before I came to 
NITEP, I received my Early Childhood Education (ECE) certifi cate. 
Earning my ECE certifi cate is when I realized my love for working 
with and teaching young children. I had fi rst become aware of this 
program when my instructor Tammy Harkey recommended it. I re-
ally enjoy attending NITEP because it gives me several opportuni-
ties to learn more about my heritage. Once I have graduated from 
NITEP, I plan to move back to Mount Currie and teach in my com-
munity. 

My name is Jennifer Anaquod  and I am from Muscowpetung First 
Nations in Saskatchewan.  I am the proud mother of a 13-year-old 
daughter Shantee. Watching her face all of her obstacles ‘head-on’ 
with such strength and determination has not only encouraged me 
but also inspired me to return to school!
I am enjoying my fi rst year at NITEP.  Being here is helping me fi nd 
balance and healing. Finding the balance in my life has been dif-
fi cult for me at times. Being part of the family at NITEP has helped 
keep me grounded. When I’m feeling overwhelmed, knowing 
there’s always someone to talk to that understands is comforting. I 
look forward to the coming years and the knowledge I have yet to 
obtain. I hope that my experiences in life as well as learning from 
my professors and peers will help me to become a well-rounded 
teacher.

NITEP YEAR 2 STUDENTS:

My name is Jessica Bedard and I am of Tsimshian and Haida de-
scent. Before entering NITEP, I took a year of Fashion Design.  Af-
ter this year I came to realize that the fashion industry was not 
for me.  I then had to sit myself down and really think about what 
I wanted to do in my life and what I wanted to be when I “grew” 
up. I have always had a love for children and with that I knew that 
one day I would like to teach them, and I soon found my way to 
NITEP. 
This term I am enrolled in six courses.  Most of my time has be-
come devoted to my school work and the crazy amounts of reading 
I have to do.  My student planner has become my bible, as it holds 
my life in its pages.  But no matter how much work I get or how 
much reading I need to do, I always fi nd time for my family and 
those closest to me.
My classmates are amazing. We have all become so close over the 

two years, and we can all lean 
on each other for support.  Go-
ing to class has become a joy as 
we all share in tons of laughs 
each day and we have all cre-
ated a warm and welcoming 
environment.  
Together we come to school 
with dreams of becoming edu-
cators, dreams to enrich the 
lives of children. 
Good luck to all NITEP stu-
dents. I hope that one day you 
will see that you have accom-
plished everything you have set 
out to, and you have made all 
your dreams come true!
Good luck and Study Hard!
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Urban Centre Urban Centre continued...continued...

My name is Fiona Laporte, and I am Anishinabe and Métis. My 
family is from Fishing Lake Reservation in Saskatchewan, but 
we moved here to Vancouver when I was 5 years old.  When my 
grandmother was very young, she was fostered off of our reserve 
and then fi nally adopted by a Caucasian family.  She was con-
vinced to deny her heritage and was taught to be ashamed of her 
Aboriginal ancestry.  As she grew, she lost contact with her fam-
ily, reserve, and cultural traditions until much later in life when 
my aunt retraced our family history to fi nd her birth family.  So 
for me, NITEP is more than academics, it is another piece to add 
to my collection of culture.  In one of our education classes I 
was asked to present on. “What culture means to me”, and this is 
what I wrote:
I am a little girl, long dark hair in braids.  My mother calls to 
me, “come and sing N’tanis”, but my cousins and I are too busy 
sneaking Nana’s potato salad from the kitchen.  I hear my Auntie 
Trina’s laughter; someone has messed up the song (but we can’t 
tell) as beautiful, familiar voices trail off to the beating of a boom-
ing drum. My aunties and mom begin pulling food from every 
freezer, fridge, stove, and oven in the “big house” as a seemingly 
never-ending row of dishes and bowls, pots and trays are laid on 
the dining room table.  All My Relations! We eat! Youngest and 
oldest, then the rest.  I learn my culture from my family and in my 
family food is always a celebration in and of itself.  Looming from 
my older cousins and dream catchers to my auntie Berneise, ban-
nock from my Mom, and jam from my Nana.  These are the tradi-
tions of my family and of my people. But culture does not begin, 
nor does it end, with crafts, foods, or music.  It begins with a 
feeling of pride, connectedness, love, compassion, and empathy 
that never ends; it continually grows inside of your soul.  What is 
culture to me? Culture is the reciprocated love and respect I feel 
for every member of my family (no matter how messed up we 
may be).  Culture is perogies at Christmas and moose meat taco 
experiments with my cousins.  Culture is singing “Ink Pa Ta” with 
all my aunties and cousins, and disgusting certain family mem-
bers.  Culture is the medicine wheel.  Culture is family, extended 
family, and extended extended family, and will always be.

I am Haida from Haida Gwaii, Tsahl Jaanaas, and my name is Su-
zanne Collison.  I am fi rst and foremost a mother.  I have 3 beauti-
ful children, 2 girls and a boy.  I moved from Masset last year and 
now I live in East  Vancouver.  I am a second year NITEP student.  
The fi rst year went by like a blink of an eye.  I had taken math in 
the fi rst semester and I loved it.  I hope to continue with math in 
the future but not at this time.   I have taken a few history classes 
and they were all very interesting.  

My name is chima ook, Reginald Sam. I am from the Tseshaht, Di-
tidaht and Uchucklesaht First Nations, 
three of the fourteen tribes that make 
up the Nuu-chah-nulth Nation. Before I 
started NITEP here at the UBC, Urban 
Centre, I actively involved myself in re-
viving the culture of the Tseshaht Peo-
ple. I committed myself in learning the 
ways of our Nation. With that, I contrib-
uted to the Port Alberni School District 
by doing workshops in classrooms and 
teacher seminars. These workshops, 
along with the inspiration from my par-
ents, are what interested me in NITEP. 
Our people always told us that educa-
tion was the key to survival in today’s 
society. Our traditions are very impor-
tant as well for if there were anything 
to happen to the modern world we will 

still know how to live in our lands.
Now, I have been working really hard to achieve my goal to be a 
teacher and I understand that time management is a key factor 
when one is taking courses at UBC. When all is done at the end 
of the year, the placement in your fi rst elementary school hap-
pens. Then you see the light bulbs going off when students learn 
something and you get a sense of pride that you assisted them 
in getting that knowledge. I will graduate in the spring of 2011. 
I look forward to this day and would encourage everyone with 
a passion for education to join the NITEP team. Kleco Kleco, 
Chuu. 

My name is Angie Peers-Wallace. I come from two beautiful Na-
tions; Tsleil-Waututh (Burrard) and Heiltsuk Nation (Bella Bella). 
I am currently in my second year at UBC in NITEP. Before NITEP, 
I was a very busy mom and wife. I have three beautiful children 
aged 11, 3 and 2 and a beautiful stepdaughter who is turning 18.  
She is residing here in the city. I have a huge family, both imme-
diate and extended, and we can’t forget the in-laws, who all give 
me the support I need and that is very important to have.
In retrospect, I have always dreamt of being a teacher. When I 
played with my childhood friends and we played school quite of-
ten, guess who played the teacher? Yes, I did! And look at me to-
day. Furthermore, I want to help our Aboriginal children residing 
in the city to further their educational goals because I believe we 
all have dreams and goals to accomplish within our own lives. 
We honor our loved ones who were and are residential school 
survivors (RSS) by continuing to further our own education and 
helping our community and our people. 
Currently, I am at the Urban NITEP Centre and I am enrolled in 
EDUC 141 & 143, Anthropology 304, History 302 and EPSE 317. 
As you may have heard before, “If I can do it, so can you!”  I am 
still plugging away, and all you can do is give it your best shot, 
and you will succeed! Whatever your dreams and aspirations are 
follow them, “soar like an eagle and reach for the skies” (skies 
being your future goal of course). 
Last spring when we did our observational placement at Grand-
view School, it was a great experience for me. I enjoyed the 
teacher I had and her students were very polite to me. Her class 
was very controlled and genuine. As I mentioned above, I want 
to help our people’s children residing in the inner-city here in 
Vancouver. Honestly, I witnessed some repetitiveness within the 
students as I saw as a child when I was an elementary student. 
Some children just don’t care about their education. Why? What 
is going on? That experience for me shined the light on the fact of 
how important it is to have transformative education and trans-
formative educators, and how important it is to know yourself, 
your roots, your family line and be a teacher who respects all the 

students in the classroom and to make 
your classroom a safe place for all stu-
dents.
Be all you can be and learn all you can 
and for you it will be very rewarding 
in the end of your degree. Show heart 
and courage and know that there are 
younger ones following in your foot-
steps and will always be looking up 
to you. Honor your community, honor 
your RSS history and further your edu-
cation, soar like an eagle and reach for 
your goals. If NITEP’s the place where 
you vision yourself, then don’t cut your-
self short; start preparing yourself and 
apply as soon as possible. 
Good Luck to one and all.

Quick as Lightning

Its presence in the sky catches the eye;

The hummingbird fl ies like lightning;

Flying full force – striking through the sky

Striking without warning -

Displaying beautiful colors;

Flashing through the sky.

It comes charging from the sky

Suddenly

Stopping inches from the earth – 

And then fades away

Marya Luby

Year 2, Urban Centre
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Urban Centre Urban Centre continued...continued...

My name is Lillian Ryan. I am from Port Simpson (Lax Kw’alaams) 
of the Tsimshian Nation. The tribe I belong to is Gitsiis. The 
house I belong to is the House of Asalgyan. My crest is the wolf 
(laxgyibuu). Lax Kw’alaams is on the northwest coast of BC ap-
proximately 30 km north of Prince Rupert. 
Originally I was going to school to become a Certifi ed General 
Accountant. After fi nishing the Business Administration 2 Year 
Program, I knew that this career was not for me. Then I started 
having and making my family. It was not until 2004 that I fi nally 
fi gured out what I wanted to do with my life. I worked in the Coast 
Tsimshian Academy as an Educational Assistant with grades 8-
11. I helped and supported the students that needed it. For some 
of these students, the teacher gave some modifi ed work and I 
adapted my teaching methods. This has worked well for bringing 
the students closer to their grade level. It was at this point that I 
wanted to be a teacher in a secondary school. 
This is my second year and I am really enjoying the atmosphere. 
Our class is lively, never a dull moment. Once we all got to know 
everyone, we have opened up to each other. I love the fact that 
the NITEP classes are small and not a class of 200 students. If 
I had not come into NITEP, I would not have met the friends 
I have today. I know we will be friends for life, even after the 
elementary and secondary split up into separate cohorts. In our 
new cohorts we will meet new people but we will never forget 
our original class.
I will go wherever my teaching career takes me, whether I go 
back to my hometown to teach or a brand new place. I will be 
happy as long as I know I am helping students to learn and may-
be along the way be their inspiration! 

My name is Donavin Robinson. I 
am a Métis student raised in Sur-
rey. I entered NITEP last year right 
out of high school. I went to school 
at Kwantlen Park Secondary, in an 
advanced program called Enter-A 
program. I came across NITEP by 
coincidence at an Aboriginal career 
fair and instantly knew this was the 
place for me. I have since formed 
many lifelong friendships and many 
more memories with this bunch!
I plan to teach in an inner-city high 
school.  Currently I am working 
on my B.Ed with a History Major. I 
went to an inner-city school and saw 
many fl aws that I feel I can help cor-
rect – I want to make a difference!
I will always remember ‘the day’ 
that I really began thinking about 
becoming a teacher:
I was in grade 9 and on a Pro-D day, 
I went to help my old elementary 
teacher during the day. One boy got 
stuck on his math. He was so frus-
trated that he hid under his desk 
and wouldn’t come out! The teach-
er had her hands full and asked if I 
could assist him. Nervous and not 
even knowing his name, I slowly ap-
proached him and after luring him 

out of his hiding place, I managed to show him a few tricks I 
remembered.  Shortly after he was doing so well that he began 
helping his neighboring peers. The feeling that I had inside was 
unbelievable!
Something that I strive to experience again – with my NITEP/
B.Ed degree I will soon obtain this and make a difference in the 
world!  

Victoria Rafi ghi (Ojibway)
I am a second year student and a mother of two children. Univer-
sity can be an overwhelming experience. Some classes have over 
two hundred students and you may not know anyone in your 
class. I really appreciate the NITEP cohort. Having three classes 
in common this term allows us to support one another and de-
velop into a tightly knit community. A lot of us have also coordi-
nated to be in other common classes together. It’s good to know 
if you are sick or have an emergency come up that there is some-
one you can count on to fi ll you in on what you have missed.
 A highlight of this term has been individual presentations in 
our NITEP class on what culture means to us. I learned so much 
about other students’ traditions and beliefs. Everyone has been 
moved by how much each student has put of themselves into the 
project and by the personal connection to their culture. 
During our class presentations on “What Culture Means to Me” 
we have been able to experience different foods native to other 
communities.  This one has quickly become one of our class fa-
vorites! This recipe is submitted by Victoria Rafi ghi (Ojibway)

Wild Rice Recipe 

1 cup wild rice
1 small onion, diced
3-4 tbsp butter
Salt to taste
Method:
In a large pot, rinse wild rice. Add 
4 cups of water and bring to a 
boil. 
Reduce heat and simmer for half 
an hour until the rice begins to 
split open. Drain.
Melt butter in frying pan and sau-
té onions until just softened. Add 
the wild rice and fry over medium 
heat for 10 – 15 minutes. The rice 
will make a popping sound. Add 
salt to taste.
Variations:
•use green onions
•add dried cranberries
•add mushrooms

Planes, Trains

and Automobiles

Planes fl y high in the sky

above the land afar

in the distance amongst the sky

one can see a plane fl y high

Trains slither on their tracks

like a snake on the land

movin’ bout through an’ out

mountainous regions that reach the sky

Automobiles roam about freely;

with many roads to travel

one may not know where a road leads

or when it will end.

Planes, trains and automobiles

take people on many journeys

High in the sky – through the mountainous regions

– an’ along roads

who knows when it will end?

People make different choices everyday

on how to view the world

But there is one true way to view the world. . .

With a clear mind an’ a good heart.

      
Marya Luby, Year 2, Urban Centre
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Kamloops CentreKamloops Centre
Weytk.  We have such a dynamic NITEP group this year. The student 
numbers for Kamloops NITEP are increasing! This is good to see. 
I remember that when my group went through NITEP, there were 
about fi fteen of us. Trudine Dunstan was our Coordinator at that 
time. A number of the NITEPers still stay in contact with each other 
after all these years.
Past NITEP graduates are continuing to transform Aboriginal 
education in their own way.
We have begun this 2007/2008 academic years with sixteen students. 
Five of these sixteen are in the part time NITEP with the balance in 
full time. Our students are:

Year 2:

Stephanie August (elem)  Shuswap Nation Little Shuswap Band
Dorothy Johnson (elem) Shuswap Nation Alkali Lake Band
Juanita Johnson (secondary) Kwanlin Dun First Nation Yukon
Angel Mack (secondary) Nuxalk Nation Bella Coola
Nicole Meldrum (elem) Sto:lo Nation Chehalis Band
Sandra Steele (elem) Cree-Metis  Rio Grand, Alberta
Michael Moses (secondary) Thompson Nation  Lower Nicola Band
Natasha Seymour (elem) Tahltan Nation  Iskut Band
Tabitha Schooner (secondary) Nuxalk Nation Bella Coola

Year 1:

Marilyn Adolph (elem) Stl’atl’imx Nation Xaxli’p Band (Fountain)
Stacey Austinson (elem) Stl’atl’imx Nation Xaxli’p Band (Fountain)
Leslie George (secondary) Sto:lo Nation Txleil-Waututh (Burrard)
Jacqueline Jim (secondary) Sto:lo Nation Tseycum (North Saanich)
Donna Major (elem) Carrier Nation Anahim Lake Band
Cynthia Peter (elem) Lillooet Nation T’it’q’et Band
Audrey Sargent (elem) Gitxan Nation Gitanmaax Band

The Kamloops NITEP students would like to express a huge thank 
you to their supporting bands and Aboriginal Employment Services 
for sponsoring them. 
This is the fi rst year that Kamloops NITEP is offering a part time 
program for those who wish to pursue their Bachelor of Education 
while working. The courses that are offered this year include LLED 
336 (Speech Communications for Teachers) taught by Nirmal 
Bawa, EDUC 240 (Issues in First Nations Education) and EDUC 
143 (Seminar & Observation I) taught by the coordinator, and EPSE 
313 (Educational Application of Developmental Theories) taught 
by Patrick Walton. 

Dorothy Johnson, Natasha 
Seymour and Jacqueline 
Jim are our Kamloops 
representatives to UBC’s First 
Nations Education Council. 
Dorothy Johnson is also the 
Vice-president for the TRU 
First Nations Student Union. 
I would like to welcome 
and introduce our NITEP 
Secretary, Lisa Christy. Along 
with working with NITEP, Lisa 
is also enrolled with the BSW 
program here at TRU.

There are a number of 
people that Kamloops NITEP 
would like to acknowledge 

for sharing knowledge, caring and supporting our students at the 
Centre through the past years. I would like to express our sincere 
thank you to Elders Evelyn Camille, Mona Jules, Joe and Ann 
Michel, Rose McCarther; guest speakers Rod Tomma, Rhona Bowe-
Tomma, Ken Dennis, Bella Morris, Joanne Brown, Rene Spence, 
Robert Matthew, Kathy Michel, Julie Antoine, Patrick Walton, De De 
DeRose, Hedda Dobson, Nirmal Bawa, Kathryn McNaughton, Jack 
Miller, Felix Delorme, Cecil Sheena; and tutors Ed O’Regan, Marsha 
Spinks, Sandra Steele, Fame Mackney, and Christine Peterson. It 
takes many good people to run a quality program. Kamloops NITEP 
Centre has been operating for 34 years. 

We would also like to congratulate Elder Joe Michel for being the
recipient of an Aboriginal Achievement Award 2007.

Highlights to date include the fi eld trip to UBC for the NITEP student 
gathering in October. Students interacted with the other centres 
through a number of activities around the theme of Transforming 
Aboriginal Education. Another inspirational highlight from this visit 
was the words from a visiting professor from Australia.  Dr. Lester 
Rigney shared his knowledge of the need of Aboriginal teachers. 
Our NITEPers are the change-makers for our children; they will be 
the leaders and role models for students in whatever community 
they teach in. We had a Christmas NITEP dinner potluck with the 
entertainment of playing Indian bingo. Fun! We also celebrated a 
few birthdays. Students will be organizing other get-togethers in 
term two.

Kamloops has hosted a number of guest speakers within our 
seminar class including Julie Antoine, who presented the “Colours 
Workshop”. The main concept for this workshop is to be aware 
of different learning styles of students and themselves. This is to 
ensure that when students are developing their lesson plans they 
can take the learning styles into account and apply this. 

Rod Tomma and Ken Dennis discussed the historical aspect of 
traditional education and the importance of Aboriginal teachers 
being leaders within our communities.  

Students were invited to TRU (Thompson Rivers University) Film 
Documentary of Buffy St. Marie in November along with a meet 
and greet with her that  followed. The documentary was very 
informative. Buffy is Canadian and an educator and is the author 
of www.cradleboard.org project. These are interactive lessons that 

any one can access for free. 
Two NITEP students, Les 
George (year 1) and Sandra 
Steele (year 2), and myself 
were fortunate to have dinner 
with her and other educators 
from TRU to discuss the 
Cradleboard project. 

Kamloops NITEP is also 
involved with Kamloops 
School District #73 as part 
of the committee in planning 
an International Aboriginal 
Educational Conference 
being held in October 2008. 

Karen Blain

Coordinator

Back Row (L-R): Nirmal Bawa (LLED 336 Instructor), Donna 
Major, Marilyn Adolph, Leslie George, Michael Moses, Lisa 
Christy (Secretary), Stacey Austinson, Sandra Steele, Karen Blain 
(Coordinator/Instructor)
Front Row (L-R): Cynthia Peters, Nicole Meldrum, Angel Mack, 
Audrey Sargent, Juanita Johnson, Stephanie August, Natasha 
Seymour, Jacqueline Jim, Tabitha Schooner.
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My name is Angel Mack. I come from a place known as the Nuxalk 
Nation.  I have always been taught to keep strong family values, 
and as an Aboriginal our culture begins and ends with family.  My 
family has always encouraged me in every obstacle that has come 
my way.  These are the people that keep me inspired to achieve 
the goal of being a teacher.  Basketball is also a big part of my 
family, and this is also a huge inspiration to me because basketball 
has brought me to so many different places and introduced me to 
many different cultures.  I’ve been all over North America to play 
or coach in many different basketball tournaments.  I have made 
many friends and connections from all over the world, and I believe 
that there is so much talent in our native people in sports.  I want to 
help our Aboriginal youth excel in sport through school to open the 
door to endless possibilities. Right now I am playing for the Varsity 
Basketball team at TRU, and I’m hoping that I can be someone that 
leads by example to be a role model for my community.

Hello, my name is Natasha Seymour, and I am from the 
Tahltan Nation.  I was born in Terrace, BC and grew up 
in Hazelton, BC.  I am a second year NITEP student, and 
I have chosen the elementary option.  There have been 
many people throughout my life who have inspired me 
to further my education.  The fi rst person was my second 
grade teacher, Mrs. Sebastian.  I loved her teaching style 
and how she cared for all of the students in her classroom.  
She gave me encouragement and always believed in me.  
Another inspiration for me is my sister, Charmaine, and she 
is a NITEP grad.  I admire her for her strength, dignity, and 
intelligence.  She has accomplished all of her goals in life.  
My mother, Sheena, has been an inspiration to me, and is 
a NITEP grad.  I admire her for her strength and agility.  I 
enjoy NITEP; with every education course that I take I know 
that this is my passion.  I believe that it is important to 
pass on cultural Aboriginal education, because we need 
to impart a sense of belonging for our people.  Every 
person, whatever ethnic background, needs to have their 
culture acknowledged to be successful in school and in 
life.  We need to know our roots and culture for a sense of 
direction.  I want to be a role model for my family, friends 
and community.  This is why I want to be a teacher.

Medu,
Natasha Seymour

I was raised in the small town of Chase and moved to Kamloops in 
the fall of 2006.  I have been attending Thompson Rivers University 
for three years.  I received a diploma in Child and Youth Care in 
2007 and am now in my third year of the Bachelor of Social Work 
program with the hopes of graduating in 2009.  I am grateful to have 
the opportunity to work for NITEP and hope to develop new skills 
and meet new people! 

Lisa Christy, Kamloops NITEP Secretary

Greetings!  My name is Donna Major and I am a new student 
to NITEP this year.  I am taking the program part-time and 
really enjoying it thus far.  I came to the program after having 
13 years experience as a First Nations Education Worker with 
School District #73 in Kamloops.  I have chosen the part-time 
option, as I am still employed with the District to date.  I come 
into this experience with much support from my family, friends 
and colleagues.   I feel privileged to have worked with some 
of the best educators our district has to offer.  They have been 
role models for me and have encouraged me over the years to 
take this next step.   I am looking forward to walking the path 
of knowledge and greeting new faces along the way.  Let the 
opportunities begin!

My name is Tabitha Schooner. I am in the second year of  NITEP. 
The people who have inspired me to continue my education were: 
my sister Faith, my mom, my dad, my grandma, my grandpa and 
my little cousin, Deana. They have all taught me patience, love, 
compassion, courage and perseverance. I think that Aboriginal 
education is important to our people because it gives us hope to 
continue our education, and it also helps the community grow. 
Aboriginal culture is a part of our identities, and if we do not know 
our own culture, then our self-esteem is low. When we don’t have 
much self-esteem, we think little of ourselves; therefore, we do 
not have the strength to continue our education, and it is literally 
the end of our spiritual life there. How is this pertinent to me 
becoming a teacher? I strongly believe that, being an Aboriginal 
person, I will be a role model to my students in the future. If they 
see that I have gone on to get a better education, then they will 
have the hope that they too can get a degree of some kind even 
if their family does not see any importance in going to university. 
Furthermore, I can also have an impact on the education system 
to include more of Aboriginal culture by showing my involvement 
in my own community. I can’t wait to start teaching high school 
math!

L-R: Les George, Sandra Steele, Nirmal Bawa, Buffy St. Marie, 
Karen Blain, Deb Draney

My name is Michael Moses, and I am from the Lower Nicola Indian 
Band.  I am twenty-seven years old and in my second year of the 
education program.  I have had two major inspirations in my life to 
continue my education: my NITEP graduate mother and my four 
year old daughter.  I will be proud to follow in my mother’s footsteps, 
and the birth of my daughter has helped me realize the need for 
Aboriginal instructors and mentors.  I feel that I can help pass on 
cultural Aboriginal education to the next generation, which will be 
important to their success in transformative education.

Hello, my name is Nikki Meldrum and I am now in my second 
year of NITEP in the elementary option. I am of the Sto:lo 
Nation from the Chehalis Indian Band just outside of Agassiz. 
I guess that when thinking about it, I have had a few people 
inspire me to become a teacher and continue my education. 
The fi rst ones that come to mind are my aunts, Karen and 
Marie. They were both NITEP students, and each made me 
want to teach others and learn even more. Finally, my high 
school geography teacher Mr. Allan is the one that really did it 
for me.  He was the one teacher that made learning the most 
fun when adding in his personal stories of travel that really 
made school an adventure.  It was like you were there with 
him wherever in this world he was. I think that it is important 
to pass on our Aboriginal culture so the future generations 
are more comfortable in the classroom and can relate to the 
material that we teach them. 
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FNESC ConferenceFNESC Conference
I was both excited and honoured to be chosen to attend the 
13th annual FNESC conference in Vancouver. I truly was fl oating 
on cloud nine! Then, reality set in. I have to work full time, and 
manage classes as well as manage the extensive travel required 
for my job throughout the fall and the extensive phone support I 
provide to the people I work with. Then when that’s done, I must 
compile endless reports for it all! Still, I embraced the opportunity 
to represent NITEP and attend the conference; in doing so, I 
received a multitude of rewards. The conference was inspiring as 
well as informative. 

First, I was able to ‘catch up’ with friends, educators that I haven’t 
seen for a long time; keeping in touch is always good for the heart 
and soul. The conference offered so many choices for breakout 
sessions; it was diffi cult to choose as the topics were all very 
interesting. Nevertheless, I chose and was amazed with all the 

resources and information that 
was shared about successful 
integration of Aboriginal culture 
into the curriculum. For example, 
the Langley School District #32 
presented modules from their 
cultural presentations that included 
Karen Gabriel’s “Animal Tracks, 
Scats & Skulls” and other hands on 
crafts and activities for students K 
– 7. In another session a literature 
teacher shared information about 
story circles, primarily used for 
senior literature classes but which 
had huge potential for adaptation 
to other grades. It was all 
really great information 
with lots of potential.  
Refreshing.

It was truly inspirational 
to see the changes in 
curriculum to include 

Aboriginal content. FNESC and the Ministry of Education 
have developed a new course called English 12 First Peoples 
(IRP and all – to be ready to go for 2008). The course was 
a long time coming and a huge leap from the days (perhaps 
30 years ago) when Buffy St Marie spoke on national 
television about the need to include Aboriginal content in 
public school textbooks. Wow. The Minister of Education, 
Shirley Bond, announced that parliament adopted a new act for FN 
education! Imagine that! And the future possibilities! 

Mary EllenTurpel-Lafond spoke 
about Aboriginal students. 
Over the last few years, the 
number of students successfully 
completing high school steadily 
increased to 47% then fl at lined 
for four years. She also spoke 
of the need to have comparable 
expectations for Aboriginal 
students as any other. Of the 
14000 post secondary students, 
only 5% are Aboriginal. This is 
good but can be better. 

I was also inspired by the passion and dedication of some of the 
educators who presented at the conference. I listened to a teacher 
speak about some of his students’ successes.  The students were 
successful because they fi nished their education and obtained 
jobs. He mentioned only a few students out of several hundred and 
for a moment, he was overwhelmed with compassion as his eyes 
brimmed with tears. 
Many were at risk 
for not fi nishing their 
education; they found 
their niche in trades. 
His advice was, “You 
have to make the time 
to speak with each 
student one on one.”

Another Aboriginal 
group has successfully 
developed an 
Aboriginal language 
program, which is 
currently a pilot 
for online studies. 
The program is an 
accredited diploma 
program that will be 
available to the general public in January 2008. The program features 
locally developed software, dvd/cd discs, colourful, beautifully 
illustrated books to match the discs and an ‘I chat’ network with 
elders available to chat live with the learner. Amazing.

Initially, I believed 
I was too busy 
to attend the 
conference and the 
post conference 
wouldn’t be any 
different; however, 
the rewards 
and benefi ts far 
outweigh the 
argument that my 
workload doesn’t 
permit time for such 
an opportunity. The 
conference has been 

an enriching experience and no doubt was for all who attended, 
including Aboriginal and non-Aboriginal, professionals and para-
professionals alike. It has been time well spent, at all costs.

I enjoyed the formal and non-formal sharing 
at the conference immensely. As a student 
and educator, I will utilize the information and 
resources; I will remember the compassion 
and dedication of the presenters and 
teachers. I would now like to thank NITEP 
for this wonderful opportunity.

Audrey Sargent, Year 1
Kamloops NITEP
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Duncan CentreDuncan Centre
Hello from the Duncan NITEP Centre!  

We would like to thank everyone who has supported the centre 
and helped ensure that we had enough students for the centre 
to continue. It is encouraging to know that so many people want 
NITEP to remain at Cowichan Campus. It is a great place to learn 
and work.  

We have thirteen students attending this year:

Cary-Lee Calder  Quatsino 

Clinton Charlie Penelakut
Nicole Everson Ojibway
Rosa Horne  Stz’uminus  

Tammy Jack  Khowutzun 

Stephanie Jim Khowutzun
Kathleen Jim Khowutzun 

Carmen Johnson Ditidaht 
Joni Johnson Mowachaht/Muchalant  

Anita Peter  Khowutzun
Sheldon Robinson Nisga’a 

Tracy Sylvester Khowutzun 

Tara Thorne  Khowutzun
 

  

Tara Thorne was our representative to the First Nations Education 
Council in term one, and we will be choosing our representative 
for term two. Our NITEP secretary, Lynda Moir, continues to 
provide outstanding support to the students and me.

The UBC courses offered at our 
centre this year are:  EPSE 317 with 
Dr. Honore France and Dr. Carmen 
Rodriguez de France, EDUC 140 and 
EDUC 240 with Carrie Reid, LLED 
336 with Nirmal Bawa, and EDUC 
143 with Jackie Agostinis.  For the 
fi rst time, EDUC 240 was offered as 
an online course which also included 
some face-to-face class time with the 
instructor.  Students were challenged 
to utilize the technology skills they 
already had and to learn new skills 
to be successful in the course.  Guest 
speakers added interest and variety to 
our classes.  Visitors included: Ruth 
Kroek (Education Counsellor, First 
Nations, Cowichan Campus) to talk 
about support available to students; 
Natasha Boskic (Educational 
Technology Manager at UBC) and 
Heather Commodore (Research 
Assistant for the EDUC 240 online 
course) to introduce and support 
the course; Michael Wong (Advisor, 
Student Financial Assistance and 
Awards, Enrolment Services, UBC) to 
present information on student loans, 
scholarships, bursaries, and other 
fi nancial matters; Lucetta George-
Grant (Years 3, 4, 5 Coordinator) to 
share some of her experiences as a 
NITEP student and grad and to talk 
about the transition to the main UBC 

campus in third year; and Dr. Lester Rigney (UBC Visiting Research 
Fellow from the Flinders University in Adelaide, South Australia) 
to share some strategies to incorporate Aboriginal content into 
curriculum.  The students appreciated the opportunity to learn 
from his experience and expertise.  We attended the NITEP 
student gathering at UBC in October and enjoyed interacting with 
NITEP faculty, staff and students from the other centres as well 
as the guest speakers.  The group presentations on Transforming 
Aboriginal Education were terrifi c!  We appreciated all of the 
work done by Lucetta George-Grant, Marny Point and others 
from NITEP at UBC to make the gathering successful.  We ended 
fi rst term classes with a Christmas lunch and gift exchange, a 
relaxing break before fi nal exams.
We look forward to a busy second term, with EDUC 140 and 
LLED 336 beginning in January and EDUC 143 continuing.  
We will continue to discuss and think about this year’s theme, 
Transforming Aboriginal Education.  The students are a strong 
group with many ideas on how to bring about transformative 
change and, as stated in the description of the NITEP logo, “…
to bring the light of education to Aboriginal children in a much 
more effective way than has happened in the past.”  Excerpts 
from their writings about the theme are included.  I am positive 
that all of them will continue to have an impact on Aboriginal 
education as teacher candidates and as practicing teachers once 
they complete their degrees.

Jackie Agostinis,

Coordinator

Back Row (L-R): Kathleen Jim, Cary-Lee Calder, Anita Peter, Lynda Moir 
(Secretary), Tracy Sylvester, Stephanie Jim, Sheldon Robinson, Nicole Everson, 
Jackie Agostinis (Coordinator), Carmen Johnson, Rosa Horne, Joni Johnson, 
Joanne Rigney, Tara Thorne, Lester Rigney
Front Row (L-R): Clinton Charlie, Tammy Jack and niece Ashley, Tikari Rigney 
and Tarniwarra Rigney

Photo Credit: Maureen McGillivray
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This is my fi rst year in NITEP.  I am taking EDUC 143, Seminar and 
Classroom Observation.  This course has given me a way of seeing 
myself as a teacher candidate in a wholistic view.  We’ve discussed 
Transforming Aboriginal Education and topics such as Philosophy 
of Teaching and Self-Concept.  We’ve also had guests in class who 
impacted my thinking around transforming Aboriginal education.

My philosophy of teaching includes knowing the context of what 
I teach students.  If the values I hold are to have an inclusive 
classroom, then I need to make the context work for ALL students.  
I believe students learn in different ways and part of the context 
includes: the classroom environment; the teaching techniques and 
strategies that I use; what’s working, what’s not; what adaptations 
I need to make to meet the children’s needs so that their learning is 
fun and they are in a place…my classroom…where they feel safe.  
I am curious and yet anxious about how my craft will unfold when 
I am a teacher.  How will I be different than the rest?  As long as I 
remain myself and have consistent respect, support and guidance 
towards my students, I will do great!

We were introduced to self-concept. This course touched on areas 
of self in a cognitive, spiritual, emotional, and physical context.  
There were exercises that made me more self-aware.  I now 
acknowledge my own accomplishments.  I’m proud of myself and 
of the direction I am going personally and professionally.  My self 
image of who I am and what I do is very positive. This has also 
helped me to view each person for who they are and see the good 
in them. 

Lastly, the guests in the course were real treats.  I am intrigued to 
view their teaching styles.  I liked all the guests, and in particular, 
Dr. Lester Rigney.  What stood out for me was how he can bring 
a group into a circle and in a comfortable way, see how they are 
doing. There were so many interesting and intriguing skills about 
Lester that I wished we had more time with him.

All in all, this course makes me think about my core beliefs.  When I 
think about Transforming Aboriginal Education and my philosophy 
of teaching, I think I’ll be a good teacher if I stay true to myself, be 
myself, and not let anyone take away my beliefs, values, and ethics 
of what I know to be true as an “Aboriginal Teacher.”

Tracy Sylvester, Year 1

Transforming Aboriginal Education is a huge topic and includes a 
wide number of ideas, concepts, and most importantly, people like 
us:  NITEP students who can transform Aboriginal education to be 
better for the Aboriginal students of the future.  I strongly believe 
in the quote:  “Be the change you want to see in the world.”  I would 
like to be the change in one school, one classroom, even make a 
difference in one Aboriginal child’s learning. I believe I could 
contribute to the change and success of Aboriginal students by 
incorporating my philosophy of teaching, having positive goals for 
Aboriginal learning, and demonstrating and teaching self-concept.

I believe that my philosophy of teaching will help me be a great 
teacher and help transform Aboriginal education.  I think that 
Aboriginal students will have a more positive outlook on learning, 
knowing that they are treated equally, that learning can be fun, that 
they are safe and that their teacher can be looked at as their friend 
not an enemy.  These are a few things that I have in my philosophy 
of teaching that I would like to bring to the classroom to transform 
Aboriginal education.

Along with my philosophy of teaching in my tool belt, I would like to 
carry goal setting.  I believe that setting goals can help me accomplish 
the small steps I need to take to be successful with education.  
Setting goals for myself can help me reach a higher success point 
and have a signifi cant meaning.  I would help students in my class to 
set goals.  Students reaching their goals can feel like a million bucks 
and feel great about their learning and achievements.

Another consideration to students feeling good about themselves 
would be having knowledge of their self-concept, knowing that being 
an Aboriginal student is a good thing and to be proud of who they 
are and where they come from.  I have found learning self-concept 
has brought aspects of my personality to the surface, and fi nd it 
benefi cial to learn about myself and heal where I need to heal before 
I teach.  I believe it will be a great thing for me to demonstrate good 
self-concept in a classroom to help students develop and succeed as 
Aboriginal students.

So far in my tool belt to transform Aboriginal education I have my 
philosophy of teaching, goal setting, self-concept and positive role 
models: Lucetta George-Grant, Lester Rigney and Jackie Agostinis, 
who have taught us a lot about how they demonstrate transforming 
Aboriginal education.  I soon hope to use all of my teaching tools to 
make a difference in Aboriginal learning and teaching.

Rosa Horne, Year 1

There are many ways that First Nations people can transform Aboriginal Education.  Some of these ways may include different 
teaching philosophies and having a positive self-concept.

To begin with, to be an educator means having a strong philosophy of teaching: knowing what it is that will be taught and 
how to achieve this.  I feel that a teacher should be well-organized and able to challenge his/her students.  More importantly, 
the teacher should be a role model by practising what it is he/she preaches, be respectful by seeing each individual as a whole 
person, know that each child is different, and address students effectively and positively.  Also, the teacher should be caring 
to his/her students’ needs, since the child has a life outside of the classroom.  The teacher will need to acknowledge this and 
understand that it affects the student’s performance in school.  Finally, it is important to know each child has great potential.

Self-concept also plays a vital role in learning.  First of all, the teacher may stress how self-esteem is important to learning.  
Without having a positive sense of self, there is no way that one can learn to the best of his/her ability.  Without having a 
positive outlook, teachers can’t supply students with the positive feedback in work, study or social aspects that will contribute 
to the student’s ability to work at his/her own greatest potential.  To learn is to know how to move forward and not dwell on 
any negative aspects.  This is vital in overcoming any personal obstacles one may have within.

In conclusion, to become the teacher I want to become, I will need to attend to these factors myself.  I have been inspired 
by our guest speakers, Lucetta George-Grant and Dr. Lester Rigney, because their own experiences have been positive.  The 
knowledge they had to share with our NITEP group was helpful.

Joni Johnson, Year 1
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Transforming Aboriginal Education is 
something that needs to be done, and I 
believe we are going to be the ones to do 
it. 

Goal setting would have an impact on 
transforming Aboriginal education.  My 
goal as a teacher would be to get to know 
my students, which will help me teach 
them to their best way of learning.  This 
would be my long-term goal, because 
children change every day and they are 
still growing. A short-term goal would be 
to include some fun into my classroom.  I 
would want to encourage the students for 
doing very well, and hopefully this would 
help them to continue on with wanting to 
try hard to complete their work.

Having a positive self-concept would 
be important in a classroom.  I would 
provide a secure place where the students 
know that it is okay to make mistakes and 
have fun.  This would allow the students 
to learn from their mistakes and not feel 
embarrassed.  I would like all my students 
to feel confi dent and to know that they 
can achieve any goals that they work on.

Gatherings and having guests would be 
important for me to have in a classroom.  
I would include the children’s families in 
my gatherings in my classroom, because 
families play a very important role in their 
children’s life.  I’ve really enjoyed the 
gatherings that we’ve had and the guests in 
our own classroom.  It was interesting to 
hear Lucetta George-Grant talk about her 
success in NITEP.  It was also awesome 
to hear about Dr. Lester Rigney’s cultural 
background and stories about where he is 
from.  

Working together, sharing successes and 
stories can all help us transform Aboriginal 
education and become the best teachers 
that we can be. 

Tammy Jack, Year 1

I strongly believe that at times 
the education system needs to re-
evaluate the teaching methods used 
with our children. Many children 
face challenges throughout their 
education, often not feeling valued 
or a part of their class discussions.  
Children need to feel safe when 
they attend school and they need 
to see role models in order for them 
to strive towards being successful.
As a teacher I would look at how 
well children learn, whether it is 
by reading, writing, or working 
hands-on, and if they feel more 
comfortable being partnered up 
while completing assignments.  I 
believe that if I see what strengths 
a child has, it will make teaching 
much easier.  It might be more 
time consuming, but time is what 
children deserve.  I don’t believe that 
they should be rushed in learning 
because they won’t learn or have a 
good understanding of the material 
they are covering.  I will try to show 
children that they are experimenting 
with every strength they may carry, 
and that will encourage them to 
experience success. 

Children need to know that the 
teacher enjoys what she does and 
is passionate about the school. I 
believe that I will play a major role in 
transforming Aboriginal education.  
I will be there to support, teach, 
learn from, listen to, include and 
provide a safe environment for 
children.  They are our future; we are 
their role models.  Let’s let them see 
that we want change for the better.  
Children deserve to be cherished 
whether it’s in the classroom or out 
of the classroom.

Anita Peter, Year 1

What is Transforming Aboriginal 
Education?  This is a tough question to 
answer. As an Aboriginal teacher, how 
can I transform Aboriginal education 
in a way to change the pre-judgements 
and stereotypes or plain bad memories 
our people have experienced? How can 
I reach out to our people, in a way to 
make them understand education is not 
a bad idea?

In today’s academic world, there 
has been progress and movement to 
improve Aboriginals’ success rate in the 
education system. This is because there 
has been resistance.  I believe resistance 
will be the only way to create the 
change that is desperately needed for 
Aboriginal people.  Resistance comes 
from a group of people who value and 
accept themselves for who they are, 
and who believe that together they can 
make a change for the better.  I believe 
NITEP is a group of people who value 
and deeply believe in themselves.  In a 
way, NITEP is resisting against how the 
education system works by transforming 
it to Aboriginal education.

As an Aboriginal teacher, I feel that 
understanding my philosophy of 
teaching is important.  A philosophy 
of teaching allows me to express my 
core beliefs to others.  I believe my 
core beliefs show others who I am 
and what type of leader I want to be. 
I truly believe in my culture. I believe 
in the teachings my Gran taught me.  I 
will always remember how my Gran 
has infl uenced me in a positive way, 
which helped shape who I am today. I 
joined NITEP because I want to make a 
difference for the First Nations children 
who are in the education system.  I want 
to show resistance with the system by 
teaching our culture and our traditional 
values. I believe this is how I can make 
that difference.  I want to provide tools 
to help everyone learn.  I want to show 
how it is okay to make mistakes by going 
outside of my own box and making my 
own mistakes. Overall, I am proud to be 
a transformative Aboriginal educator 
who will resist for what I believe in.  
After all, our children deserve it.

Tara Thorne, Year 2

L-R: Tracy Sylvester, Joni 
Johnson, Cary-Lee Calder, 
Kathleen Jim, Carmen Johnson, 
Stephanie Jim at the NITEP 
Student Gathering on October 
26, 2007.
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There are many ideas to consider in my philosophy of 
teaching.  I need to show support, care, and a friendly 
attitude toward students.  When I role model listening skills 
and active participation with all students, the classroom 
activities should fl ow easily for both me and the students.  
I will need to take into consideration that each student is 
at different levels of education, which means that I need to 
have a few different ideas for one topic.  

Goal setting is something I will need to consider when 
working with children. Taking NITEP has made me realize 
how important it is to set goals and learning outcomes 
for students.  I will need to fi gure out if the goals set are 
realistic and achievable by the students.  Goal setting will 
help me and my students stay on task with learning and 
moving ahead in school activities. Learning outcomes will 
show that I am teaching students at their grade level and 
help me to see the students’ growth and development.  

To transform Aboriginal education, I need to understand 
myself and how I work with others.  I not only need to 
take students into consideration, I will also need to think 
of co-workers.  When working in school, my voice needs 
to be heard by students and other teachers.  I enjoyed the 
strategies shared by Dr. Lester Rigney, especially when he 
visited our classroom here in Duncan.  The explanation 
of how important Aboriginal pedagogy is in school 
curriculum was great to hear because I have never really 
thought about how important it is for Aboriginal studies 
to be included in school activities. I saw the importance in 
Aboriginal and non-Aboriginal people working together in 
education instead of apart.

Stephanie Jim, Year 1

I believe we are all here in the NITEP to make a difference 
in the education system.  Everyone has their own thoughts, 
beliefs, and preconceptions on what an ideal classroom would 
look like. The fi rst thing we need to look at is our philosophy of 
teaching.  What are our core beliefs that we want to bring into 
the classroom?  I believe that all children have the right to an 
education, no matter their exceptionalities.  It is up to me as 
a teacher to adapt my methods of teaching, to be fl exible and 
open minded to the needs of each of my students. I need to be a 
positive role model, to be there for each child in my classroom 
and advocate for them when needed.  I also need to engage 
the children in the learning process.  I need to involve them in 
decision-making, interact with them, respect them, and let them 
know their input is valued.  By doing these things, I am letting 
the children know they are important and I care about them.

I am so glad that there is a program such as NITEP.  I believe 
it makes us refl ect on who we truly are and what gifts we are 
able to take into the classroom.  We need to get past negative 
thoughts/beliefs about people of different heritage.  We need 
to respect people for their differences and welcome them.  We 
can learn so much from people; we just have to open ourselves 
up to change and learn what they have to teach. Through self-
determination, we can transform the education system for the 
better so all children receive the best education possible.  If 
children have a good foundation to work from, they can be 
better prepared for their lives ahead of them.  Children are our 
future leaders; we have to learn from past mistakes so we can 
ensure a better future for the generations to come.

Nicole Everson, Year 1

There are many concepts, ideas, philosophies and beliefs 
included in transforming teacher candidates into successful 
Aboriginal educators.

A starting point, I think, is learning about our self-concept.  
Who am I? is a question that comes to mind. I am an Aboriginal 
woman, daughter, sister, mother, wife and friend.  How do 
all of these roles contribute to me becoming an exceptional 
teacher?  I think my traditional values are my foundation 
to build upon.  My traditional values include things like 
respecting myself and others, believing that everyone has a 
gift to offer the world, and sending out good energy.  This 
means to always be positive even if nothing is working and 
to believe in something bigger than myself. 

My personal philosophy of teaching is being developed not 
only from personal experience, but also from my readings and 
instructors’ philosophies.  I came in to this program believing 
that every individual has the ability to learn.  I also believe 
every student has a gift to offer the class.  I have learned 
that as a teacher, it will be my job to provide many different 
learning opportunities for my students, such as self-refl ection, 
learning to set goals and steps for students to take to reach 
their goals.  I also need to outline what short-term, mid-term 
and long-term goals are for myself as a teacher candidate and 
for my students when I become a teacher.

I also have to create a positive class environment.  I can do 
that by having a warm and inviting classroom.  We will start 
each day with a sharing activity. For example, each student 
can share how they are doing using numbers from one to 
ten, or they can have an opportunity to express themselves 
on paper by drawing a picture or writing a journal entry.  I 
learned these quick strategies from Dr. Lester Rigney, and 
they are examples of strategies I have learned since becoming 
a teacher candidate.

Cary Lee Calder, Year 1

My life experiences along with my education goals are going to 
enable me to become an Aboriginal educator who will incorporate 
many diverse cultures, values and teachings for all to learn. 

Having a learning environment that includes everyone and is 
calm, safe, bright, informative and learner-orientated will be one 
of my fi rst goals when I become a teacher.  I will try to fi nd the 
strengths and needs of every student.  We will look at each other’s 
backgrounds, explore other nations, and gain more knowledge 
about others’ history through writing or oral presentations. I want 
my students to understand that they are unique and that the world 
has so much to offer a person who is enthusiastic and desires to 
learn about many cultures, not only their own. I want to provide 
opportunities, to guide students towards expanding their minds, 
their spirits, their physical selves and emotional selves. The world 
is continually changing and technology along with it, which to me 
means that we have to continually adapt and expand our minds.  

I want my classroom to be a learning environment that will help 
students discover their boundaries and step out of them; expand 
their concepts of completing tasks with more than one strategy; 
allow for mistakes and accept them as ways of learning; and actively 
pursue their education to enable them to become role models, 
society members and most importantly, be self-determined people 
who advocate for themselves. 

I hope that I will gain more strategies, be able to defi ne my values, 
and reach more actively for my education goals so I can become 
the Aboriginal educator I want to be.

Carmen Johnson, Year 1
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Keep Walking Friend

Teardrops hang like dew

 On the context of our historic web

 Tears… remorse for loss, inequality, injustice, and pain

Seasons pass without hesitation

      Inhale knowledge our nature defi nes us

 Our voices grow and sing

Where is control in healing?

 Where does it start?

  When is it enough?

Somewhere between our ancestors’ dreams

 Ours lives entwine simultaneously unwind

  Deep breaths release

Our tears refl ect the sun

 Traditional knowledge blooms in

  Our children’s hearts

Twilight turns to day our 

 Cycles weave unweave 

                     Ahhh… sage inhaled

  

Keep walking friend…

        Keep walking… 

                Friend…

Kristi Haavisto

3rd year NITEP
Sto:lo/ Nlakapamuxw

Asia Cormier, Year 3
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Frequently Asked Questions about NITEP:Frequently Asked Questions about NITEP:
Elementary and Secondary OptionsElementary and Secondary Options

1. Why is there a separate program for Aboriginal people?
Aboriginal people want a teacher education program that addresses 
educational issues pertinent to public and band schools settings where 
their children attend school. These issues include curriculum, teaching 
methodology, testing and assessment.
Aboriginal people want a teacher education program that honours and 
builds upon the individual’s culture.

2. What can NITEP offer to students enrolled in the basic teacher 
education program?
Three on-campus First Nations studies courses are open to all education 
students:
CUST 396d (3 credits): Curriculum Development and Evaluation
EDUC 441 (3 credits): History of First Nations Schooling
EDUC 442 (3 credits): Critical Issues in First Nations Education

3. How are the NITEP elementary option and the NITEP secondary 
option different from the basic 2-year elementary option and the basic 
secondary 12-month option?
NITEP students in both the elementary and secondary options are admitted 
to the Faculty of Education in the fi rst year of university studies.  
Students in the basic 2-year elementary option are admitted after completing 
at least 90 credits, including prerequisite coursework, or a fi rst degree.  
Students in the basic secondary 12-month option are admitted after 
completing a four year Bachelor of Arts or Science or its equivalent, majoring 
in a teachable subject.
NITEP includes the same course requirements as the basic elementary 2-
year option and the basic secondary 12 month option program, but offers 
them in a different sequence. NITEP requires 12 credits of courses that focus 
on Aboriginal education theory, content and pedagogy. These courses take 
the place of some program electives.
NITEP requires additional educational seminars and educational fi eld 

placements in three of the fi ve academic years. The fi eld placements give 
the students opportunities to observe and become involved in a variety of 
educational settings ranging from pre-school to adult education. In addition, 
the settings may focus on teaching, curriculum development, and program 
planning.
NITEP students in the elementary option take a combination of arts/science 
and education courses in each year of their degree program.
NITEP students in the secondary option take a combination of arts and 
education courses in four of the fi ve years plus the required summer session 
of their degree program.
The fi rst two years are offered through a regional fi eld centre so that 
students can remain near their home community to maintain their family 
and cultural connections. The students establish their own type of extended 
family support at the fi eld centre with their peers. A fi eld centre coordinator 
provides advising, instructional and administrative services. The education 
courses are taught by locally hired instructors or UBC faculty who travel to 
the fi eld centres. The arts and science courses are taken through community 
colleges, university-colleges, and Aboriginal post-secondary institutions.

4. How are the NITEP elementary and secondary options similar to 
the basic 2-year elementary option and the basic secondary 12-month 
option?
NITEP students take the same compulsory education courses as students 
in the basic 2-year basic elementary option or in the basic secondary 12-
month option program.
The NITEP elementary option requires the same graduation requirements 
as the basic 2-year elementary option.
The NITEP secondary option requires the same program completion 
requirements as the basic secondary 12-month option.
NITEP graduates can seek employment in public, independent or band 
schools.

NITEPNITEP
Admissions ProceduresAdmissions Procedures

NITEP recommends applicants for admission to the Faculty 
of Education.  The procedure varies somewhat, but the basic 
steps are as follows:

1. Applicants submit the NITEP application form.
2. Applicants submit required documents:
 a. Faculty of Education Application for Admission form
  and fee*
 b. All offi cial transcripts
 c. Completed Language Profi ciency Index (LPI)*
  or equivalent
 d. Two confi dential report forms
3. When all documents have been received, NITEP faculty 
screen the candidates.  Qualifi ed candidates are presented to 
the Faculty of Education.  Successful candidates are notifi ed 
by letter and are asked to contact the appropriate centre coor-
dinator.  Candidates who do not meet the admission require-
ments at the time of their application will be encouraged to 
upgrade their academics.

APPLICATION DEADLINE: APRIL 30, 2008
NOTE: Applicants who meet the application deadline and who 
submit all remaining documentation by June 16, 2008 will 
have their application fees (Faculty of Education Application 
and Language Profi ciency Index) paid by NITEP.
FINAL DOCUMENT DEADLINE: JULY 31, 2008
  The applicant is responsible for paying the application 
fees.

NITEPNITEP
Re-Admissions ProceduresRe-Admissions Procedures

If you would like to return to NITEP, you need to:

1. Write a letter addressed to the NITEP Director, stating the 
following:
   a) why you left NITEP
   b) why you want to return to NITEP
   c) what you have been doing since you left the program

2. Submit any offi cial transcripts of college or university 
transfer work completed.  

3. Complete a Faculty of Education Application for Re-admission 
Form and submit the re-application fee*.

4. Submit 2 letters of reference on your behalf.

Your program will be accessed and reviewed once all offi cial 
transcripts are received and all of the above re-admission steps 
are fulfi lled.  If you have any questions, please call (604) 822-
5240.

APPLICATION DEADLINE: APRIL 30, 2008

*NOTE:  Applicants who meet the application deadline and 
who submit all remaining documentation by JUNE 16, 2008 will 
have their re-application fee (Faculty of Education Application) 
paid by NITEP.

FINAL DOCUMENT DEADLINE: JULY 31, 2008
The applicant is responsible for paying the application fees.
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Note: Applicants who, because of administrative diffi culties in their 
school or because they have a physical, sensory, or specifi c learning 
disability, cannot present the courses as required, may be excused  a 
specifi c admissions course requirement. Supporting documentation 
sent by the principal of the school concerned is required.

All courses must be completed by June. Summer school courses 
or grades obtained in supplemental examinations will not be 
considered.

2) Adult Basic Education (ABE) - British Columbia Adult 

Graduation Diploma (BCAGD)

The University recognizes the BCAGD Provincial Diploma for 
admission to fi rst year of an undergraduate degree. Applicants 
presenting a BCAGD must be at least 19 years of age and meet the 
following requirements:

*ABE Advanced Level or Grade 11 courses
*four subjects at the ABE Provincial Level or Grade 12 including 
English and 3 additional subjects
*a minimum average of 67% based on the 4 ABE Provincial or Grade 
12 courses presented which must be graded. Grade 12 course results 
must include the provincial exam component of the course.

Please refer to the UBC calendar for more specifi c information on 
admission requirements and acceptable ABE Advanced Level or 
Grade 11 courses and ABE Provincial Level or Grade 12 courses.

3) Applicants from a College or University

Applicants with an unsatisfactory standing at a college or another 
university will not be admitted. Applicants with prior credit from 
a recognized university or college will be admitted on satisfaction 
of the appropriate admission requirement as outlined in the UBC 
calendar. The  minimum standing required is a “C” average (60% 
where 50% is a passing grade) or grade point average of 2.0 
calculated on a 4-point scale. Academic standing is based on the 
average on all college or university courses attempted, including 
failures and repeated courses. Please refer to the UBC calendar for 
specifi c information.

4) Applicants seeking admission as Mature Students

An applicant classifi ed as “mature” is one who is a resident of BC 
whose formal education has been interrupted and who does not meet 
the normal requirements for admission but has pursued interests 
and activities that have contributed to an intellectual maturity that 
would permit acceptance to the university. The university reserves 
the right to determine whether or not a student can be classifi ed as 
mature; the determination will not be made on the sole criterion of 
chronological age.

Each applicant is considered on an individual basis.

5) GED:

Applicants may be admitted to NITEP by writing the GED (General 
Educational Development) exam, which is referred to as the “grade 
12 equivalency certifi cate.”

The GED Tests: Writing Skills - Social Studies - Science - 
Readings Skills - Mathematics

The minimum standard score is 500.

Information on preparing for and writing the GED is available from 
any Community College or University-College.

1) Applicants directly from Grade 12, BC Secondary 

Schools:

The minimum academic qualifi cation for admission is secondary 
school graduation, including the following Grade 11 and 12 courses. 
(Please refer to the UBC Calendar for details)

Grade 11:

• English 11
• Principles of Mathematics 11
• Civic Studies 11 or Social Studies 11
• At least one approved Science 11
• An approved Language 11 (a beginner’s Language 11 does not 

satisfy this requirement)

Approved Grade 11 Science Courses

Biology, Chemistry, Earth Science, Physics, Applied Physics 11 
and 12 (together these courses meet both the Grade 11 Science 
requirement and the Physics 11 requirement)

Approved Grade 11 Language Courses

 Athapaskan 11 (with Athapaskan 12)
 American Sign Language (ASL)  11  
 Arabic
 Chilcotin
 Français (Communication et Litérature)
 Français (Langue)
 French
 German
 Gitxsan
 Hebrew (King David High School or Pacifi c Torah Institute)
 Italian
 Japanese
 Korean
 Latin
 Mandarin Chinese
 Musqueam (Taught through the UBC FNLG 100B course)
 Nisga’a
 Nuxalk
 Punjabi
 Russian
 Sechelt
 Shuswap
 Sm’algyax
 Spanish
  
Grade 12:

• English 12
• Three additional approved examinable Grade 12 courses

Approved Examinable Grade 12 Courses

Biology 12, Chemistry 12, English Literature 12, English 12, First 
Nations Studies 12, Français Langue 12 or French 12, Geography 
12, Geology 12, German 12, History 12, Japanese 12, Mandarin 12, 
Principles of Mathematics 12, Physics 12, Punjabi 12, Spanish 12, 
PSI Calculus Assessment 12.

Approved courses offered in French will also be accepted (Français 
12 is not accepted in place of English 12.)

The admission average will be calculated on English 12 and the 
three additional examinable Grade 12 courses. A minimum average 
of 67% is required for admission.

APPLICATION DEADLINE IS APRIL 30

UBC (NITEP)UBC (NITEP)

Admission RequirementsAdmission Requirements


